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PRESPYTERIAN»
Harrisonburo CnoLCH, corner of Main and Eitiaeth Streets. Rev. T. D. Brll, Pastor.
Preaching at 11 o'clock, A. M.,on every alternate Sabkatb, and every Sabbath night. Prayer Meeting every
Tuesday night.
a Rockingham Church, Main Street, adirlning the Post
'Offlce. Rev. D. C. Irwin, Pastor.
Preaching every Sabbali., at 11 o'clock, A. M. and at
Bight. Sunday School every Sabbath at 0 o'clock.
METHODIST.
.. AHPBiw Chapel, Oe-toan Street, near West Market.
Bev. P. F. AuoObt. Pastor.
„ Preaching at 11 b'dlWJk.A.M. every alternate Sabbath.
Sunday School every Sabbath at 2 o'clock.
M. K. CuuacHi West Market Street. Rev. A. Poi
Doudr, Pastor.
Preaching at II o'clock, A. M., every alternate Sabhath.
jfijasojric*
Rockingham Union Lodge, No. 27, F. A. M , meets
In Masonic Temple, Main Street, on the Ist and 3d Saturday evenings of each month.
Roorinqiiam Chapter, No. 6, R. A. M., meets on the
4th Saturday evChibg of each month, in Mdsdnic Temple, Main Street.
rROfEssiojrjtij cjtttns.
JAMES H. HABEIS,
aVROEOjr

DEJTTIBT,

ORADDATE OP THE BALTIMORE COLLEGE OF DEKTAL
SUROEBT,
RESPECTFULLY Informs his old patrons and
the public generally, that he has resumed
his practice, and is permanently located in Harrisonburg, Va.
He is prepared to perform all operations upon
the mouth and natural teeth, and to insert artificial teeth from one up to a full set) on the Silver,
'Gold or Vulcanite Plate.
All operations warranted to compete with any
performed in the cities or elsewhere.
TERMS INVARIABLY CASH.
^S^-Office and residence removed next door
to Locke & Compton's Store, Main Street.
Oct. 11, 1865.-ly
W. W. 8. BUTLER.
T. Z. OPFUTT.
J^EDICAL CO PARTNERSHIP.
DRS. BUTLER & OFFUTT,
Have associated themselves in the practice of
Medicine and Surgery.
Special attention will be given to the treatjnent of all Diseases of the Eye and Ear.
We may be found at all times during the day
our oflrice, opposite Hill's Hotel, on wain St,
At night Dr. B. may be found at his residence,
opposite Mr. Bell's Church, on Main St. Dr. O.
at the Female Seminary.
April 25, 1866.-tf
EDICAL NOTICE.
DRS. GORDON & WILLIAMS
Have again associated themselves, in tbepracticc
of Meaicinc.
Office in the building, formerly occupied by
Joseph Shue, as a Book Store. [Dec 13 1865.
171 BOVLAN, CIVIL ENGINEER
' • AND DEPUTY COUNTY SURVEYOR,
HARRISONBURG, YA„
Plans, Specifications and Estimates of Work fur•niahed. Reports on the condition and value of
lands, and Surveys made. Accurate Maps of
lands intended for the market gotten up and subdivided.
JSSt'A.n emminent Engineer consulted in Important caaes.
[Oct. 11, 1865. tf
Bryan, woodson & compton,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
Harrihonburg, Va.
Allan C. Bryan, John C. Woodson and Wm.
B. Compton have associated themselves in the
practico of Law in the County of Rockingham ;
and will also attend the Courts of Shenandoab,
Page, Highland and Pendleton.
John C. Woodson will continue to practice in the Supreme Court of Appeals of Virginia.
Nov. 22,1865-tf
JJUSTON HANDY,
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA.
Office—Opposite Jones* Agricultural Warediouse.
^afRefers to the "Commonwealth."
•July 25, 1866.—tf
w BERLIN

•
ATTORNEY AT LAW
Harrisonbdrg, Va.,
Will practice in this and the adjoining conn
ties. Office in Bank Row, North of the CourtHouse.
[Jan. 31,1866—ly
J. N. LIGGETT.
CHA8. A. YANCEY
Liggett a yancey,
ATTORNEYS AT LAW,
Harrlsonburg, Va. Ofiice immediately opposite
the American Hotel.
[Nov. 29-tf
WB ARE NOW RECEIVING a nice assortment of SUMMER AND FALL GOODS,
which we pledge ourselves to sell as low as any
house in Harrisonburg. Produce taken in exchange at best prices.
Aug. 8.
SHACKLETT & NEWMAN.
Factory goods, sattinetts, ac.—
Great inducements offered in these goods to
parties having Wool to exchange. Call and
price them.
SHACKLETT A NEWMAN.
August 8, 1866.
Groceries, ac.—6 bbis. Sugar^ abbis. Molasses, 1 bbl. Machine Oil, best quality, Dye
Stutts, Spices, Window Glass, Ac.
August 8.
SHACKLETT A NEWMAN.
SELF-SEALING JARS—Those in want of the
best article for keeping Fruit can get them at
Aug. 8.
SHACKLETT A NEWMAN.
JRON AND STEEL.—We keep a great variety
of Rolled Iron, such as Band, Tire, Hound.
Square, Hoop and Sheet Iron. Also. Cast and
Blister Steel. SHACKLETT A NEWMAN.
August 8, 1866.
COOK STOVES.—A full supply of thoao celebrated Cook Stoves, received at
Augusts.
SHACKLETT A NEWMAN.
Hairbrushes, combs, toothbrush1 es, Toilet Powder, and a general assortment
of fancy and Toilet articles, just received at
Aug8
GORDON & WILLIAMSPAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES, BRUSHES,
. and a general assortment of Painters' Tools,
for sale cheap at the Drug Store of
Aug. 8
GORDON A WILLIAMS:
ONCENTRATED LYE for sale at the Drug
Store of
GORDON A WILLIAMS.
August 8, 1866.
LINDSAY'S BCOOD SEARCHER, Sands'
Sarsrparilla, and Uoofland's German Bitten
for sale at the new Drug Store of
Aug. 8.
GORDON A WILLIAMS.
HAIR DYE of all kinds for sale at the new
Drug Store of
Aug. 8.
GORDON A WILLIAMS.
Fly PAPER AND FLY STONE, for sale at
the Drug Store of
A
"g. 8.
GORDON A WILLIAMS.
■ATLATS-FOOT OIL, LARD OIL, AND COAL
*..« a
received at the Drug Store of
GORDON <fc WILLIAMS.
A^STorW^ P1PE8
_Juno a7._
ESHIIAN'S.
JUST RECEIVED—Another lot of venuino
OarreUSiiulf, just from the manufacturer «»
Aug. 1.
ESHMAVS TobaccoStore.
A FINE LOT OF SMOKING AND CHEW
1NQ TOBACCO, at
Aug. 1.
£S 11 MAN'S Tobacco Store.'
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JPOETMIIT*
WEARING OP THE GREY.
Oh I Johnny's dear and did you heir
The news that lately spread,
That never more the Southern Cross
Must rear its stately head f
The White and Red's forbid by law,
So northmen proudly say;
Nor you nor I can ne'er again
Be wearing of the Oftyi
Abd when we meet with strangers kind,
Who take us by the hand,
Enquiring warmly of the South,
Our own beloved land—»
tVe are bound to tell the woful truth,
Let it cost whate'er it may;
Some are threatened e'en with death,
For wearnig of the grey.
Then since the color we must wear,
Is of the hateful blue.
The children of the Sunny South,
Must be to memory true.
Ah, take the cockade from their bats,
And tramp it 'oeath the feet;
And still, though bruised and mangled sad,
•Twill speak a language sweet.
Add burled in our heart of hearts,
The precious words lie hid;
Where oft will call the bitter tears,
To wet the drooping lid.
Bnt let them flow, they'll do us good,
Through all the mournful day;
While constant we do call to mind
The wearing of the greyj
But if at last our father's law
Be torn from southland's heart,
Our sons will take their household goods,
And far away depart}
Remembering still the whispered word,
To weary wanderers given ;
That Justice pure, and perfect rest
Are found alene in heaven.
Then on some green and distant isle,
Beneath the setting sun,
We'll patient wait the coming day,
Till life and earth are done;
Nor even in the dying hour,
When passing calm away,
Can we forget, or e'er regret,
The wearing of the grey.
SELECT STOitlT.
(From the New York. People.]
LUCY AND HER LOVERS.
BT CAMILLA TODLMIN.
'What is the matter, Lucy?'
•Nothing, dear aunt,' replied Lucy
Freeling, who, from long habit, thus addressed Mrs Lawson, although they
were but distantly related. Why do
you ask?'
'1 thought you had been crying,' returned the other,- 'your eyes look very
red.'
•My eyes ache rather, as they often do
now; that is why I have put away my
work so early.'
The scene I would paint was a neatly
furnished, comfortable looking room, in
one of those thousand streets of London,
which, without having any pretensions
to consequence or consideration, are, nevertheless, thought very eligible by a
large class of people, either for some in
dividual or general advantages. In one
corner, as if to be out of the way of the
'occupants of the room, working diligently at his ordinary emplcyment, that of a
watchmaker. Various implements and
articles of minute mechanism, whose
uses are ncotnprehensible to the ignorant. were before him, and the strong
light of a partially shaded lump fell precisely on his work. Jasper Lawson was
not a common character, and perhaps bis
employment, which, while it required
patience and a certain degree of aitention, like women's needlework, afforded
much opportunity for the self-instruction
of thought and reflection, might have bad
something to do in moulding his disposition. He was 'the only son of a widow,'
to whose comfort, even in the matter-offact respect of pounds, shilling and peace
be largely contributed ; his mother having no other dependence except a small
annuity, secured to her from some benefit society to which her husband had belonged.
Lucy Freeling was the daughter of a
distant relation, and had been left an orphan in early childhood ; but the widow
had so tenderly fulfilled the offices of a
parent, that Lucy bud scarcely known
her loss The interest of a few Hundred
pounds, which should have been hers
when she became of age, might have sufficed to bnn^ her upin a station to which
she belonged. But for a few years Mrs.
Lawson had exceeded these limits for
the purpose of giving her increased ad
vantages for education ; and when she
arrived at the ago of seventeen, had paid
a sum of tnouey to place her for two
years with a milliner and dressmaker —
Altboughahe was notold enough to make
a legal contract, it was perleotly understood and relied on that this advance, so
judioioosly made, would be reluuded
when Lucy attained her majority. Alas!
before the time arrived, the trustees in
whose bands her little fortune was plac>.
ed, became a bankrupt; and that from
such unexpected causes, that the circumstance of Lucy's money being cngulpbed
in the general ruin, arose less from fraud
than from imprudence But the eighty
pounds debts which bad been incuired
was now a dreadful burden to those who
had such slender means of repaying it.—
Nevertheless, the right minded girl set
bravely to work, determined by the exercise of an art in which she had so prudently boon instructed, to make up the
sum by small degrees. The widow Lad
also put by from her little income, and
Jasper bad worked Lard to help out the
repayment; and now the struggle was
nearly over—a few more pounds were all
they required.
Lucy not unfrequently worked at
homo, instead of at the large establishmout where she wasemployed; for her
home, as wc have before hinted, was oentrically situated, and she lost very little
time in going backwards and forwards ;

this had she done on the evening on
which we have introduced her. But
there was another person in that neat and
comfortable parlor, and one who was now
a frequent guest. Ralph Ashton was a
lawyer's clerk, and on the strength of a
situation which .he considered rather
abov* that of a journeyman watchmaker,
be thought in his own heart that he
somewhat condescended in joining their
tea and supper table three or four nights
a week. Not that such a feeling was by
any means evident from his manner; on
the Contrary, the most casual observer
might have felt pretty sure that Ralph
Ashton was doing his utmost to make
him-elf agt-eeable to Lucy Freeling, and
to wave obeyed his own self-'«onceit, or
certain other attributes of his nature,
would have been a mistake unworthy of
his cunning. He was good looking, so
far as a coarse kind of regularity of features, and a bright, dark eye, might constitute good looks ; and he had a smattering of superficial knowledge, and a
certain speciousness of manner, which
were likely enough to deceive a single
minded, inexperienced girl like Lucy.—
Even Ja-per, his superior in every way,
but diffident of himself, and endowed by
nature with an almost womanly delicacy
of sentiment and tendernerness of feeling, had been caught by the outward
seeming; and, though the knowledge
racked him to the heart's core, did not
wonder that Lucy regarded him with interest.
Not so the window. From the first
moment of Ashton's acquaintance with
her son, be had been disliked by her;
although when pressed hard fur a reason
for her antipathy, she could seldom find
any but the most trivial ones.
There had been a whispered confer
ence between those who were all but acknowledged lovers, accompanied by downcast loooks and a flushed cheek on the
part of Lucy; but Ralph Ashton had
left somewhat earlier than usual having
several letters to write for his employer
before morning, and Lucy, pleading more
than ordinary fatigue, retired to rest,
leaving Jasper and bis mother alone.—
He bad extinguished the lamp by which
he worked, and only the light of a single
candlo remained besides that of the sinking fire, which it was too late to replenish. Ho was leaning upon the mantlepiece, looking down, and apparently
watching rhe flickering embers ; but the
expression of bis countenance was sad
almost to solemnity.
'Mother,' he exclaimed, after a pause,
and in a voice that trembled perceptibly,
'I suppose it is all settled ? The attempt is vain,' he added, 'I cannot bide
my feeling from you.'
'I am afraid it is,' replied the widow
sorrowfully, 'though Lucy has made no
acknowledgment to mo of her affection.
Pour girl, she must suspect that the
choice she has made is the overthrow of
all my hopes for old age.'
'Don't blame her, mother—perhaps
she does not know all this. Long ago 1
should have given myself a fair chance,
and told her that I loved her better than
with a brother's love ; instead of weighing words and looks, and smothoring every expression of my feelings, from the
notion that I would not ask her to love
me until I was in business for myself,
and could place her in the position of a
prosperous tradesmen's wife. Idiot that
I was, not to be sure that 1 should be
torestalled.'
'And now that you are so near the
summit of your wishes !' apostrophized
bis mother.
'No my astonishment! The offer of
Mondson to take me into partnership is
a most extraordinary piece of good fortune.'
'He knows there are not a half a dozen such workmen in London, and that a
fortune is to be made by the improvements of mine. I have little heart for
anything '
'1 can hardly forgive her for this Jasper—and so much as 1 have always said
against him—'
'There it is, mother,' interrupted the
young man, almost fiercely, 'if she loves
him in the manner that I love her, the
more he is blamed the more will she
cling to him Why, 1 feel if she were
plunged into want and misery—her beauty gone, or with evil tongues like harpies
darting at her, such an hour of woe
would be the one in which i would
show my adoration most passionately,
most madly, if you like to call it so—she
would be still herself, and it is herself
that 1 love.'
Poor Mrs. Lawson was awed and pained by her son's entbusia>m. Like many
other excellent heuned and shrewd persons, she was quite incapable of following those subtle emotions, which are the
must real in the world, and more than
any others influence human destinies;
and yet are scoffed at by a large number
of persons as 'mere imagination,' 'romance,' 'nonsense, and a long list of ct
ccteras !
We must take the reader a liitlo behind the curtain. Ralph Ashton was
quite as much in love with Lucy Frtehng as bis nature permitted him to bo;
but his was that common passion, a
puiely selfish one. Ho admired her
beauty, and would bo proud of a wife
thus endowed, and with mental acquirements something beyond those common
to her station. But his cunning brain
worked upon two ulterior objects, which
had nothiug to do with these personal
qualities. It so happened, that a great
deal of the business connected with the
affairs of the bankrupt trustees had passed through the office in which Ashton
was employed, and he knew enough of
it to form an almost positive opinion
that Lucy would uliiinatcly recover her
little fortune. However, be took cere
to keep this knowledge to himself, and
woed her apparently with the most dis
interested affection, not even at present
hinting of the plan which, in his own
mind, was well nigh matured, that of estabiisbing his wife at the west end of the
town,as a tasliionnaalilr niill'iLcr. well

knowing that bor taste and skill, and superior manners, would be sure to raise
her to an eminence that must contribute
greatly to his case and comfort. In
sbortj he planned to himself becoming
something like that very contemptible
creature, of deathless memory, the renowned Mantllihi.
A few weeks passed over, and Ralph
Ashton and Lucy Freeling wore engaged
to be married. In justice to the latter,
we must say that she had only very lately suspected the deep feelings which her
life long campanion, Jasper Lawson, entertained for her, and the discovery,
made to her by his vexed and disappointed mother, pained her deeply. It
is true, Mrs. Lawson, had something
hinted at her hopes for the future, In
phrases sufficient intelligible to Lucy,
Vut alas l Jasper had concealed his afleotion but too well. The time hud been,
she knew, that he might have won her;
but it was gone by, she said, and she
could but regard him as a dear brother.
They were engaged, and all seemed
fair before them ; and Ralph even ventured to hint one day, from intelligence
which he declared he had received but
a few hours before, that perhaps after all
Lucy would have her money. He did
this advisedly, for he knew it was very
likely that ths news would reach her in
a day or two from another quarter.—
Sorrow was coming, however, as it generally does, from an unexpected source.
The 'aohing' of her eyes, of which Lucy
had camplained as the result of excessive application to her needle, became
more distressing, and on medical advice
being obtained the tllost alarming symptons were discovered With all the horrors ot threatened blindness before her,
Lucy was confined for several weeks to a
darkened room ; and months must elapse
before there was any hope that under the
most fatotable circumstances she could
apply himself to her ordinary occupation.
During this time Jasper became a junior
partner in the establishment to whieb
he had belonged, and through his moth
er, his increased income contributed to
the comforts and medical attendance of
the poor sufferer. How could the poor
destitute orphan reluse help from him
who Ouly asked to be called her 'brother?'
She did not refuse it, nay, she felt that
she would rathei|be assisted by him than
by her betrothed. How strange are the
intricacies of human feelings!
During these months of sufferinar, the
affairs of the bankrupt truste# had been
thrown into chancery, and there was little hope now of a settlement of them for
years. Poor Lucy I little could she
have thought that the day would come,
and that soon, in which the loss of her
money, months of suflcrlng, partial blindness, and personal disfigurement, would
appear to her like so many 'blessings in
disguise,' that bad combined to save ner
from a gulf of misery and ruin.
When the cure, so fur as it oould be
effected, was complete, a white film still
remained to mar the beauty and obscure
the vision of one of those deep blue eyes,
which had seemed like stars of light and
lovi to poor Jasper Lawson Moreover,
the oculists declared that the preservation of the other eye depended on the
most careful abstaining from anything
like straining the visual organs
Only a few days had elapsed since this
fiat went forth, and but once had Ralph
Ashton seen Lucy since the bandages
were removed, when she received a letter from him, dictated by that one vir-.
tue, which those who possess no other
are ever ready to put prominently forward—prudence It pointed out some
facts, which she really must have known
before, and among them the great change
in their future prospects her affliction
had made ; hinted very intelligibly at
tbo wisdom of a separation, and conclud
ed by mentioning that unless she desired
to see him he shculd retrain from culling
again, and signing himself 'ever her sincere friend !'
Lucy Freeling was for a while stunned
by the blow ; but though her young and
susceptible heart had been caught and
led astray, it was a nature too fine to be
broken by a mockery—a falsehood.
'Do not tell mo not to weep,' she exclaimed, a few days afterwards, as she
sat between Mrs Lawson and bev son,
with a hand in one of each ; 'I know
you would comtort me as dearest mother
and brother might. But do not tell me
not to weep. It cannot be that man
whom I have loved; and with these
foolish tears there seems to pass away
some dream, some folly—better this—a
thousand times than to have been his
wife. I feel it so. Believe it so, I do,
indeed.*
A sharp, irrepressible cry escaped Jasper Lawson, and both his mother and
Luey turned towards him. One look
was exchanged, and throwing himseif
passionately beside her, he twined his
arm around her waist, and pressed her
to his heart with an impulse that would
not be stayed.
'Lucy,' he exclaimed, 'there is one
whose heart has been filled with thoughts
of you for years; to whom you are the
saine in sickness and in health ; rich or
in poverty; with beauty perfect, or with
beauty blemished; his heart does not
feel the difference. It is yourself he
loves—no conjured image of a youthful
fancy. Mother, mother, did I not tell
you this when hope was dead within
mc ?'
Is there much wonder that Lucy's
heart, released from the sway of a phantom love, clung, now aud forever, to the
Tried and the True ?
'Mr. Jones have you got a match ?'—
'Yes, sir—a mut.'h tor the devil; there
she is, mixing up dough.' Jones pointed to his wife and then 'slid' for the
front door. The last we saw of Jones ho
was 'kiting' it down the road, hotly pursued by a red-beaded lady with a cistern-pole. Poor Jones.
Money very difficult to got changed—
Matrimony.
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Virninia.

Endurance of AflTctldii.

What is Gossip 1

In a recent speech in New Jersey, Mr.
Henry Clay Dean, of lows, pays the followIngglowing and beautiful tribute to Virginia,
the mother of States, statesmen an 1 hefocs:
"I dare speak one kind word for the oppressed In the very Moth of the oppressor.—
Since Adam took possesainn of Eden, no part
of his heritage has given to man such an
hundred years of history as that of Virginia,
heginning with the public life of GeOfge
Washington, and ending with the surrender
of the armies of Gen. Robert E. Lee. The
great orator, Patrick Henry, whose spiiit
lisrhted up the first great revolution, and
whose mild, sweet voice called armies up the
valley and down from the mountains to defend New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts
from the invader's hoof, was a Virginian ;
George "VVaMiin-ion, wKn
these ar.niea,
was a Virginian ; Thomas Jeffersotl, whose
great sou! encompassed the world aud lifted
its I'ght upon a benighted age to tench It liberty, was a Virginian; James Madison, who
environed our fights by a flame of living fire
which the roost illustrious periods in the
past and present century preserved unharmed all that was sacred in life and precioUs in
hope—the ConRtitution of the United States
—was a Vi-ginian ; John Marshall, whose
luminous mind, guided by immutable justice. gave being to a most profound and comprehensive judiciary, the bulwark of American institutions, the marvel of mankind, was
a Virginian ; Henry Clay, whose commanding maj"Sty of soul drew after him whithersoever he wont one full half of the whole
moral And intellectual power's of America,
who did obeisance in his namn. was a Virginian ; the Lees, Richard Henry, Arthur
Francis Llghtfoot, Light Horse Harry, and
his illustrious son. Robert E. Lee, was Virginians; Thomas Jonathan Jackson, the
great military genius of tbo western Hemisphere, was a Virginian. The courts and legislatures and forums, and pulpits of every
State in the Union, and eVery government
on the Conflnent, have been adorned by Virginians. Their blood shod in noble defence
of liberty, has fattened every valley, and
their bones have bleached on every mountain from Bunker Hill to the City of Mexico
With sdeh a history and such a race of freemen, Henry Wilson, Horace Greeley. and
Charles Sumner, would disfranchise this illustrious people, and phlca them under the
tutelage of negroes ( Proud, glorious old
Virginia, what American with Americau
pride, whether abnlitionifta or Democrat,
would not rather be Stonewall Jackson, buried in the bosom of Virginia, dead and immortal, than live and be Butler, loathed by
mankind?"
—
•
Nature's Babouetebs.—A venerable gengentlcmau with whom we recently conversed
assu ed us that spiders were the beat barometers yet produced. The batometer invented
by the scientific, he afflrraed, only indicated
the kind of weather we are immediately to
have: while the spider unerringly told the
character of the weather for several days in
advance. For instance, if the weather is
likely to become rainy, windy, or in other respects disagreeable, tiio spiders make very
abort and firm the terminating filaments on
which their webs are suspended. If, of the
contrary, the leimiuating filaments or fastenings uncommonly long, weather will continue severe from ten to a dozen days.
Spiders usual.y mske nllerations iu their
webs once in twenty-four hours. If they
are totally indolent, and do not nven watch
flics, rain will speedily ensue. If the spiders
stay out upon their nets during a shower,
and seem actively engaged iu putting affairs
in good condition, it is certain proof that the
rain will be of short duration, and that it
will be clear weather for some time. If, during stormy weather, the spiders are seen fixing their damaged nets in the evening, it certainly indicates tint ths night will he pleasant, and that the rain is over for the present.
Our informant has often witnessed this result when the sky looked most threatening,
aud he has never known the sign to fail.

The endurance of affection in iriin, hits, in
all ages of the world, been inferior to that of
of the opposite sex. \Vhat has woman not
endured, what will she not endure, for the
object of her affection 1
If betrothed to her, the lover is all that is
noble. If viewed by fetativeX with prejudice,
who so eager to combat It. Lot slanders poisoned tooguc soaot forth its venom dart, wl o
so anxious to refnse it. Should opposing
powers combine to rend the loving tie, who
mrre determined to leave aught else for the
heart's chosen ?
From the moment of marriage, until death
shall sever—through years of hope and anxiety, oftimoe sorrow and nffliclioD, the enduring affection of a wife stands pre-emiuent.
With material solicitude aud household
anxieties, the burJeu unshared perchance bv
the object of this love, she remains ti ni and
constant. Often trampled upon, her life em^
bittcrod, then indifferently tiilst aside, this
crushed flower rises frou the dust and tenderly blossoms on the stem of its disappointffienb
Not so with man Ho may love with energy and vigor, and all his soul sBem centered ou the object of his adoration. If life
glides smoothly, and meaner motives have no
place, the object cf his attachment may feel
proud of his passionate tenderness. But let
storm-cloud come, and worldly mnlters look
dark, where then is this endurancst of affection—this test of love V Scattered to the
winds I Ambition and self, lending their
weight in the scale, it isuotdifiicult to determine which way the beam will trip.
Man, at least, is but a selfish being, and
lacks, in a wonderful dcgr«e, the devotiuu
aud sacrificing spirit of the gentler sex.
Worldly ties, and motives of pride, ambition and avarice, combine to withhold him
from a just claim to this precious gem.
But again, instances are known where
moral couage and man'y firmness havo not
been wanting ; and through many obstacles
and great trials, he has remained true and
constant to the loved object, displaying this
admirable quality of endurance.
Carefully nurtured—fondly gathereil to the
heart, should be the just appreciation of this
wondrous treasure, more to be cherished, because so rare,

We are often asked, 'What is gossip?'
We answer, in a genetal Way, that it is talking of persons rather than cf things. Notb-i
ing shows the paucity of ideas more than this
talking about the affairs of your ueighbors.
It is not only malicions people who originate
scandal ( it is narrow mindrd people, ignorant pueple, stupid peoplej Persons of cillture and intelligence nrd not so hard run for
topics of conversation. They fcan usually
find something to say about art, litsraturo,
fashion, or society. The inomeut people begin to talk of their neighbors—or persons
rather than things, they are apt to degoneratU
into scandal; for when ane speaks of thtr
virtues of an acquaintance, a dozen expatiate
on his or her shortcomings. And this brings
us to speak of real culture, or what we consider to be such, at least. A cultivated person, iu the highest seuse of the term, is not
merely one who can talk of books, pictures^
and othof elevated sdbjects of human interest.
To be thoroughly cultivated, the heart, ami
tha intellect, shonld be refined and enlarged.
Somelimes wo see woraeu who, without edudestion, yet having been born amiable, ard
nevef guilty of gossip. Again we see women
not uatnrally amiable, whom education hax
taught to talk of things, not of persons. The!
perfect woman, in this resp ot, is one who
is both amiable and eluoawd, Hut education does not always elevate people above the
regions of gossip. A realy bad heart is always malicious. The best advice we can
give is the homely old adage, 'Mind yotf#
own business,' Very few of cs ever know
the whole truth about anything concerning
a neighbor, and to speak of Ids, or her conduct, is usually to run the risk of being unjust. Much less should we talk of the motives of others. Very few of us know our
own motives, and to venture on discussing a
neighbor's motives is always imperthieuce;
and often a real crime.

A Ghost Stoky.—Mrs. McGuire. residing
in Chicago, Illinois, was very much alarmed
recently, by a splash, a howl and a silence,
which quickly succeeded «ach other in the
basement of her dwelling. She concluded
that there was a ghost down there ami that
he snould he killed So she placed herself
at the General's post—that is, the re r—of a
small army of domestics and hastily summoned neighbors that happened to be passing, armed variously with broomsticks, shovels, ami a revolver. A policeman led the
van. Proceeding to the kitchen and opening
the door he was just in lime to see some object raise its head slightly above the level of
the kitoheu floor, from some cavernous recess beneath. There was also heard a splottering and puffing, as the object made itself
farther visible and rolled towards the door.
Upon being caught hold of where its garments were most loose, and taken into the
moonlight, the amazed group confronted the
indignant Mr. McGuire, the' water dripping
from him iu playful rills at each ex'remity.
Mr. McGuire, it seems, had partaken too freely of whiskey, and upon coming home did
not observe that Mrs. McGuire had left the
cover off the cistern, into which (the cistern,
not the cover) he had fo'l. I'ortuuately for
him it was only about half full.
A Black Revenue.—A young girl in Indiannapolis took a terrible revenge upon an
elder sister for a fancied injury. Procuring
a stick of nitrate of silver at a drugstore,
she dissolved it in her sister's wash pi;cher.
The young lady performed her morning ablutions, aud was horrifisd in the course of the
moruing to fiud that her hands had turned
as black as those of a mulatto—a look at the
glass revealing the alarming tact that her
face was the same color. The youngest sister says she will cut do so again.
In a printing ofiice a lad came upon the
name of Hecate, occuring in a line like
this ;
'Shall reign the Hecate of the deepest
hell."
The boy thought he linj discovered an error in finding an 'e' in Hecate, and astonished both poet and publisher by making it
read this way :
'Shall reign the He Cat of the deepest
hell,'

THe Handsome Sour,.—One day last winter, a little boy from the S uith, who was on
a visit to the city, was taking bis first lesson
in the art of'sliding down hill,' when ho suddenly found his feet in rather too clote contact with a lady's rick silk dress. Surprised,
mortified, and confused, he sprang from his
sled, and, cap in hand, commenced an earnest Apology.
'I beg your pardon, ma'am; 1 am very
sorry. '
'Never min i,* exclaimed the lady, 'there
is no great harm dime, and you feel worse
about it than I do."
'But, dear madam,' said the boy, as his
eyes filled with tears, 'your dress is ruined
1 thought that you Would be very angry With
me for being so careless.'
'Oh, no,' replied the ladv, 'hotter have a
ruffled dress than a ruffled temper.'
'Oh, Isn't she a beauty?' exclaimed the lad
as the lady passed on.
•Who, that lady?' returned his oomrado.—
'If you call her beautiful, you shan't choose
fat me. Why, she is more than thirty years
old, and hef face is yellow and wrinkled.'
'I don't care if her face is wrinkled,' replied the little hero, 'her soul is liiitdsonn,
anyhow /'
A shout of laughter followed, from which
the little fellow was glad to escape. Relating the incident to his mother, he remarked :
'Oh, mother, that lady did ma good 1 I
shall never forget It; and when 1 am tempted to indulge my angry passions, I Will think
of what she said, 'Bettor have a sjiled dress
than a ruffled temper.'
Subjects to Think ok.—The number of
languages spoken is 8,004. The number of
men is about equal to the number of women.
The average of human life i» thirty-three
years. One quarter die before the age of seven. One-ha'f before the age of seventeen.—
To every 1,000 persons, only one reaches
100 years. To every 100, only nine reach
stxty-fiive years: and not more than one in
500 reaches the age ot eighty years. There
are on earth 1.000,000.000 of inhabitants —
Of these, 83,333,833 die every year ; 7,708
die every hour, sixty every minute—or one
evrry second. These losses ere about balanced by an equal number of births. The
married are longer lived than the single ; and
above all, those who observe a sober and industrious conduct. Tall men live longer than
short ones. Women havo more cbances of
life previous to the age of fifty years than
men, but fewer after. Tue numb;r of marriages is in proportion of 75 too 100. Marriages are more frequent after the cqtlinoxes
—that is, during the months of June and D..cember. Those born in Spring are generally
more robust than others. Births and deaths
are more frequently by night than by day.
The Secret.—*1 noticed,' said Franklin
'a mechanic among a number of others, at
work on a house erecting but a little way
from my offl.-e, who always appearel to be in
a merry humor, who had a kind word and a
smile for every one he met. Let the day
be ever so cold, gloomy or sunleis, a happy
smile danced like a sunbeam on his cheerful
c'uutenar ce. Meeting him one morning, I
askad him to tell me the secret of bis constant happy flow of spirits,
'No secret, doctor,' lie replied. 'I have got
one of the best wives, and when I go to work
she always has a kind word ot encouragement for me ; aud when I go home she meets
me with a smile and a kiss; and then tea is
sure to be ready, and she Ims done so many
little things through the day to p.ease me,
that I cannot find it in my heart to speak an
unkind word to anybody.'
What an iufiuenca, then, hath woraon over
the heart of man, to soften it and make It the
foundation of cheerful aud para emotions 1—
Speak gently, then ; greeting, after the toils
of the day are over, costs nothing and goes
far toward making homo happy and peaceful.

A Rich Sermon.—Where is the ntau wUIl
the harp of a thUumud strings 1
'My friends, sin makcS the piirfiest young
man oi woumn in the world ugly-ah. Anil
I'll tell yod how i know-ah ; as I was coming up to church to day-ah, 1 saw some
youug men in the roud-ah. Aud I thought
one of them the purtiest young mau I over
saw in my life-ah. And as I drew nigh unto them I discovered that they were playing uv marvels-ah. And they all drew uiglt
unto a place what they called the taw-ah,
and they marveled-ah. Aud this purty
young man waa the last one to marvel-ah,
and when he marveled be jumped up and
flapped his bands as a rooster does his wings
and says he T wish I may be d—d if I
hain t fat-ah.' And, oh my friends, then I
thought that was the ugliest young mau I
ever saw in my life-ah. And 1 opened my
mouth and spake unto him thus-ah, says I,
•young man, this is not the way to salvation.'
And says he, 'Old horse, if you had been salivated as barf aS I have,- you would'ut want
to hear lalk of salivation.
And now my friends, when that ar young
man said ho was fat he told a lie-ah, for ho
was as lean as that hungry-looking siatcr
over thar that's always a praying so pious
while the hat is being passed ruund-ah.
Aud, my friends, if that yorfug man hadn't
been blinded by sin, ha never could a misa
tuk me fur au old horse-ah.
A Sharp Clerk.—A French paper, thi
B.u-iloye, relates the following : "One Monday in iming a clerk applied to his superior
for permission to bo absent forty-eight hours
on some family affairs, and received an afflrmative answer. However, he did not appear
the whdte Uf the week, and no one knew to
what cause to Uttfibuto his absence. On the
following Mondtiy he appeared irt the regular hour. 'Well, Monsieur,' d-n+.frfded his
superior, 'Why have you stayed rtWrfy alf the
week 7' 'Tou, sir, replied the clerk, 'gave
mc permission.' 'I?' cried tlie chief; *1 gave
yon leave for forty-eight hours only, and not
for six days.' 'I beg your pardon, air, answered the youug man, '.t hafo only talfea
the exact time which you granted me. Wa
work hero eight hours a day, but six times
eight are forty-eight. I certainly had no occasion to ask your perinissioa for the night,
any more than for the hours which I do not
owe to the administration.' This was logical, but since that day the chief specifies by
adimnistra'ive hours the duration of the leave
he grants."
Modern Rbvinements—People don't
laugh now-a-days—they indulge in merriment. They don't walk—they promenade.
They never eat duy food—thoy masticate it;
Nobody has a tooth pulled out—it is extracted. No one has his foi lings hurt—they are
lacerated. Young men do not go cburthig
girls—they p ly young ladies attention. It Is
vulgar to visit any one—you must make a
call. Of courso you would not think of going to bed—you must retire to rest. Nor
would you build a h(.use—you would erect
one. One buys drugs at a 'ra'edffcat hall,'
wines of a 'c-unpaiiy,' and shoes at a 'mart.'
Blacking is dispensed at an 'institadon,' and
meat from a 'purveyor.' One would imagit.a
th-it the word 'shop' had not only b coma
coutemptibl-j, but had been discovered not to
belong to the English langat^ge. Nuw-a-dayg
all the shops are 'wharehcuses'or 'biz.iars/
*nd you will hardly (i id a person having the
hardihood to' call himself a shopkeeper.—
'Working' are 'employees.' 'Tea meetings''
are 'soirees,' and 'singers' are •artisteea.'

At Home.—The highest style of being at
home grows out of a special- state of the affeotions rather than of the intellect. Who has
not met with individuals whose faces would
be a passport to any society, and whose man1 ners—the unstudied and spontaneous cxpres•ioo of their inner selves—make them visibly welcome wherever they go, and attract
unbounded condfience toward them in whatever they undertake ? They are frank, bocause they have nothfng to conceal ; affable,
because their nat res overflow with benevolence; unfluried, because they dread nothing;always at home, because they carry within
themselves that which cau trust to itself anywhere and everywhere—purity of soul with
fuluots of health. Such are our bo. t guarantees for feeling at home in all society to which
duty takes us, and iu every occupation upon
which it obliges us to enter. Thoy who live
Good Taste anu Good Manners.—True least far themselves arc also the least ombarpurity ot taste is a quality of the mind ; it is rassud by uncertainties.
a feeling which can, with little difficulty, be
acquired by the refiuement of iutelligencc ;
Two servants were given tickets to go to'
wheaeas purity of manners is the result of the theatre, to which they went, and from
wise habits, in which all the interests of the whio i they soon returned. 'You have suresoul are m'mgled and iu harm my with the ly not been there ?' asked their mistress 'Ob(
prigreae of intelligence. That is why the yes,' they answered, 'we wont to the theatre,
harmony of taste aud of g>od manners is aud sat there till suddenly a curtain drew up'
more common than the existence of taste and some ladies and gentlemen began talking
without uiauuors, or of mauuere without together, bat ss it was on family matters we
taste.
felt we wore intruding, and so came home.'

A boy whose honesty is to be more commumled than his ingenuity, onco carried
some butter to a merchant iu a country village to exchange for g axis. The batter having a very beautiful appearauce, and the
merctmut being desirous ot procuring such
fur his own u-e, iuv.ted the boy to bring Uim
all the butter his mother had to spare. 'I
think,' said the boy, 'she cau't spar, any
more, for she would not b .ve spared this
Why is a happy husband like the Atlantic
ouly a rat fell into the cream, aud she did Cable
? Because he is sphcod to his Heart s
not like to use it.'
Content.
The man 'who could'ut stand it any lonNuver be idle. It you- have nothing to do,
ger' has taken a seat, an 1 now foels <piito turn and wollop the follow that makes mouths
cotnforlahlc.'
at your si -icr.

Au Irish paper aunouues, that' a Mr..
Konny, returning to town, (ell down and
broke his neck, but hrppily received ooturthei damage.
Our Devi) wante to know how many legs:
the-loo) of ropf'ntanoo has.;
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AGE OE THE WORED.
That learned chronl^er, Mr. Clinton, continned to the last to teach that "in 1851, our
.11.
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world s nge was within fifieen or sixteen years
, creation
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of its six thousandth year from the
_r man ; :.in other
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of
words, that in the year
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n would
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i C000
«««« years old.
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1806 the world
._ ,i• ,
tt
v ibegins his famous" An.
Archbishop
Usher
........
,.
nales with the statement
that the creation
of the world began "early in the evening
which preceded the 23d of October, in the
year of the Julian Period 710 and D. C. 4004."
Ho was undoubtedly a great chronological
genius, but how be reached the nice calculation that time began on the evening of the
day which (il it had ever existed) would have
been the 22d of October, five thousand eight
hundred and seventy years ago this coming
autumn, it would be hard for us to say, as he
.L process Archbishop
,
,
has not explained. the
Usher anu Mr. Clioton, it wnl be seen, dif. the exteut of the world
,,, s age 'only
,
lereu, m
-on
. ,
..
4l
130 years—the I or me r making it 5870, the
ilatter COOu
at\/\ \ years
old the presenta. year—a
J
. . approximation
•
.to unanimity
••Il
biiriinsiug
vvbon
,
. ,/ofr the
we renumber that for nearly one-halt
.. men were Without written records,
, nnd,
lime
41that4 4.the art ofr preserving
. dates
,
! at
was only
^
. 0 ,
r .
a qniie recent period brought to perfection.
Tin
in i • computed
4i4i
JLhebluodis
to have occurredi
in tho year of the world 1G6G. Almost all
previous results of humau thought and labor
must have been buned forever by that tremendutis calamity. Somo traditions might
have been preserved, and what belonged to
tbe moral development of humanity was undouhtcdly kept alive. But all enterprises
and works of man, when a life time reached
almost a decade of centuries, must have utterly perished. Humanity must needs tako
a new tiart- It would bo a great while before men would have that security and leisure which is indispensable to thought and
higher culture, to the recollection and prcservation of the old and tbo invention of the
new. And yet there is a curious fact to show
how soon men commenced this work. When
Alexander tlie Great took Babylon, Callislbercs, one of tho scientific corps attendant on
tho expedition, found in the temple of Bolus
caiculaticns of eclipses for 1003 years preceding. This takes ns back to within a little
more than a century after the deluge. So
soon did men pass from watching and attending their flocks to watching and grouping the
stars ; and for want of other bonks, to reading the starry voiume, of which every night
turoed over a new page. And this, doubtless,' is the true idea whyJ Astrouomy is so
mucb farther advanced than other sciences,
But we have only made the above remarks
to show
time has. been
lost by
. ,history.
. how
^ little hen
, man
,his.
in .his
wo look. over the
tory of the world tor the last four thousand
yeurs, we are astonished that man has been
able to accomplish so much iu that time.—
n.
..vvw%
i worked
, j over 4,the
Commencing
at Asia ho bus
world—his motto has been continually onward. llising from the life of drudgery under which the ancients labored, he has, step
iby step,
. risen
.
.
444,
.
,height
• ,4
almost
to the extreme
of prosperity. W I: ere once man dragged his
"slow length along," now rush freighted
trains drawn by that great servant, steam;
and distance does not serve for a thought. —
Ho has subdued the most teirible elements,
and his thoughts are flashed across continents
and under oceans with the speed of lightning,
ic sec, upon the briuk of which ho once
trembled, he now traverses fearlessly. The
superstition of Paganism is being swept away
as with a broom before the great light of
christiau truth.
Notwithstanding ail that lias been done
t ere is stili more to do. Hie worHs of Art,
Science and Philosophy, if we are to believe
"ur savans, are but just beginning to develop
themselves the mind of man is just beginning to read the book of nature aright, and
unwrap the mysterious scroll that has so long
been bidden in the bowels of the earth.—
1 here are yet unexplored countries that must
bo conquered by tbo sword of reason, and
darkenet. i. inds that must receive the truths
ot Christiauity.
We would love . j dwell longer on this
theme—to relate what man has done—but
we would have to recite universal history to
♦mi
^r tho
♦! arts, discoveries,
,i;—
i sciences,
•
• .
teil ot
uistitu. . tho
., memtions, monuments winch. perpetuate
ory of man's toils nnd sufferings on earth
in those forty centuries. How vast ins facullie?! How restless his activity 1 How
I OTerful the virtue of that primal blessing
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opment than any other period, who can fore.
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r
cast tho future of hnmamty ?
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raicwn »i Bffi'wiri-w
AVe see by tho news from Washington that
the Prince of Villains, General Hunter, formerly incendiary, &o., in the Shenaudoah
Valley, has been placed on the retired list at
his own request. We should rejoice to hear
of him being placed on tho expired list, so
tliat ho might be enabled to carry on bis old
business of bu ning on a more extensive
bca 0
' ~
"
The Grand Jury have made a report of the
testmumyou the late riots. It says speaking
of the Convention, "this assumption of power
by these m.n was a flagrant, open and definut violation of the laws. It was an insolent
and lawless altcmpt to subvert the Govern*„ . .
in en t,, destroy
and, under
/ the UjiisUtution,
•
.
the laws of most countries would have
amounted to high treason, aud made punishable with death.
Dr. A. E. Pettioolas, for tho past eleven
years professor of Anatomy in the Richinond'ifedirnl College, lias resigned that poaition, and accepted a similar one in tho New
Orleans school of Medicine.
-9
—
Peruvian Gvano has fallen from $110 to
$90 per ton in Alexandria.

By flint of tall lying, tcirible quill-driving
and still-fed gnsconado tlio lindicals of the
North nnd the homespun pap-suckers in our
midst arc enucaTorlng to saddle the responsibility of the late riot at Now Orleans on the
•ex-rebels." Kven the President comes in for a
share of their foul-moulhed vituperations.—
•Workings of the my policy principle,' 'u^god
on by telegrams from Washington," "instigated by a spirit of jealousy, lest the Convention might adopt the Constitutional Amendment," and various other sentences of the
same character bedaub the columns of sick.
ly radical sheets all over the country. Is it
not amusing to witness the fquirmiug, the
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BIAKTYR.
We learn that George Rye was publioly cowhidod by throe young men of Woodstock, on Wednesday of last week, for the
foul slander of the ladiof, of Woodstock, a notice of which was published last week —
Hero's another martyr to the glorious cause
of radicalism, and wo have no doubt,
Messrs. Suraner, Stevens, Nigger & Co., will
handsomely reward Rye for the patriotic
manner in which ho permitted himself to be
"flocged."
The young gontlemeu.who attended to the
oowhiding biisinor.f, are John C. Ott, Charles
Newmiin, and Robert N. Gaw.
In order to prevent an erroneous imprcssion from going abroad in regard to the cause
which led to the cowhiding, we again publish
tho infamous notice published by Rye. We
think that a perusal of it will incline every
respectable individual to the opinion, that
"there was not a lick amiss but those that
missed him" ;
Notice—Whereas, rebel demonstrations
al e
' made day and night by rebel sympatbi?01?' "j111 1,0 ot')er object it would seem but
l0ya
of lh
^"
'if, Tbese "f
l T'10"are
community,
deinon.-tralions
not!
made by one sex alone ; young women are
sometimes strumpeting tho streets singing
'ebelatsongs
making
remarks,
and
otherand
limes,
beforeinsulting
their own
doors
with gangs of young men, engaging in the
same disreputable proceedings,
Now, therefore, with the lights before mo,
before these houses are assailed as are
houses
ot ill-fame, or B'mo othor outbreak, I
dccm it proi)or t0' givo thi8 timely
that from and after its publication, any person without regard to age or cex, who enSaSe8 in these disloyal and disreputable proceedings,
will be dealt with as disturbers of
thB ^ im{.riB01ied or pIaoed under bon,l8i
The peace and order of society must and
shall be preserved.
Georcje Rye, J. P.
Woodstock, August 2d, 1800.
"
'
SI* «. A., noi.-f IN JIABYEANP.
The registration of voters is now going • n
j,, Maryland, Bxiraordinary effort? are making by parties heretofore distranchised for
sympathizing wilh their friends and brothcrs cl the South, to obtain registration.—
Wo are pleased to learn that they have suocecded to a great extent, nnd only those who
took an active part in the great "rebellion,"
so-called—(several of "whom we are happy
to be which." as Bill Arp says) are to be exeluded. We have conversed with several
i..telligent gentlemen from Maryland, who
assures us that the Conservative party will
oarry the state by a largo majority at the
next election. We hope so; wo think it
about time for true Marylandeia to have
sometliing to say in their State Government,
ami tbo itiiportud stock and "rag-tag and
bob-tail' of the State to be cleaned out,
"horse foot, and dragoon."
.
......
^
A reorganization
,
, , of the , Military
, , Depart, ...
ments lias recentlyJ been ordered byJ the War
hp^'tment.
. M::J"r General SIoCUm tako8 coramand of
^ ^Pa™t of'1'® I'^ac, headqnara
^018
t K'f'"ond, succeeding General Perry,
W
F
"
oriiereJ to report
to, Lieut
^
r 4, General
ix
4
fen rman,
to
take
command
of
the. Depart
44
.
4
,
4
rxt
4
r
,,meat...to be created
. out of the Department
. , of
.
the
Missouri
and
tho
Platte,
according
to
his
. ,
....
,
, , , „
judgment,
subject to the approval of tho. Seo,
..,
.
J
rotary
of War. General
,.
, Sheridan
„
.remains in
Ins present command. General Hancock
takes command of tneDeparlment of Vlissouri. Tne Department of Washington with its
present limits, and tho States of Delaware
and Maryland, with headqnartors at Washington, will be under the command of Brevet
Major General E. R. S. Canby,
•
Tho National lutelligoncer says that according to well-antbenticated statements, the
scliemo for convening a convention whose autbority had expired, and employing its maohinery for the purpose of forcing upon the
people pf Louiaiana lle„ro Buffrag0 and nt..ro
equity, uudcr the mere color of law, originated in thB r0(.ent Cl)ngreaB) flt tho lato 8es.
B.lon_ A full illveBtig „ion wi!i prove tllia._
g the Bame evU machinat,onB thc Uadica|g
. *• „:
n 41 o .1
may, excite1 -a*
revolutions
all j the Southern
« as theymwould
1
States
and cities,
have done
in
Ricllni„nd hut for tll0 rcceDt 0rder8 of llie
UuiteJ st te3 military authoritie8."
An attempt was made on the 9t!i inst., to
blow up both Houses of Parliament in London. Ten packages of gunpowder, with fuse« partially burned, were found near the entranco to the Lord Chamberlain's office, in
tlie House of Parliament. The members of
Parliament have visions of another Guy
Fawkes gundowder plot.

THE FREED,IIEN'S RUREAIJ.

This from Boston 7
Generals Steadmnnand Fullcrton have just
The Fonenil Hall Convention, to elect
made (heir final report upon tho condition of delegates to the Philadelphia Conventho Frecdmon's Bureau in tho Southern tion, was attended by 1,781 delegates
States. The report is voluminona, and close- from 217 cities and towns. Hon. Leverly resembles the previous reports made by ett Salstonstull, who presided, made an
them. They give accounts of inspections introductory speech, in which ho urged
made in the States of Qoorgis, Alabama, that the full time had come for the people
of Massnohusetts to shew their disapproMississippi, Louisiana and Texas, in all of bation of the measures of a disorganizing
winch the usual amount of stealing nnd Congress. He predicted that if the
swindling by New England preachers and question of restoration was left unsettled
hangers-on of the Bureau. They recom- another year, another civil war would bo
mend the discontinuance of all paid employ- precipitated, not between State and
ees not in tho military servire, and, in fact, State, but in the North between individthe merging the duties of the Bureau aud the uals. Tho Reconstruction Committee
military, thus avoiding the expense of keep- had buried the hopes of patriot citizens,
ing up two establislimonts. The following but the National Union Convention would
extract from their report is a correct opin- resurrect them.
were made by Gen. Swift,
ion ns to tho efficiency and need of the R. Speeches
H. Spofiord, Col. J. H. Wright, and
Freedmon's Bureau:
others.
"We are of opinion (hnt ot tho close of
The Committee on Resolutions, of
the war, nnd for some time nftor the cessa- which Charles LeviWoodbnry was chairtion of hostilities, the Freodraen's Bureau
did good. The people of the South, hav- man, reported a short series of resolves,
ing at first no faith in the negroes working proolaiming the imperative duty of every
under a free labor system, were desirous of citizen, irrespective of party relations, to
getting rid of them, and duri g the summer I lay aside all former differences of opinof 1865 judicious Bureau and military officers ion, and unite for the common welfare
did much towards restoring order and bar- with good citizens from every other part
mony, and inducing tbo people of tbo South
the country. To this end the Conto resume tbo cultiviition of their plantations of
by employing tbo freodmen. Before the vention sends its greetings and sympaclose ot 1865 there was an entire revolution thies to the National Union Convention
in I lie sentiment of tho people of the South in Philadelphia. The last resolution
with regard to negro labor. A feeling of reads:
kindness sprang up towards the freodmen,
Resolved, That the proposed Convenresulling, perhaps, mainly from tho convic- tion in Philadelphia on tho 14th iust.,
tion that bis labor was desirable and profit- by adopting and sustaining the restoraaide, and the only labor to be had. The necessity of the Bureau then ceased. Since tion policy of the President, will afford
then, while it has been beneficial iu some lo- good promise of the most benefioial recalities, it has been productive, iu tho aggre- sults in the settlement of the political
gate, of more harm than good. It has occa- condition of the country.
sioned aud will perpetuate discord as long as
it exists, though administered by tlie purest
A Queen to visit Washington.
nnd wisest men of the nation. The freedmeu regard its presence as evideuoe that they
Emma, the Queen Dowager of the
would be unsafe without it, and the white Sandwich Islands, who hag recently been
people consider it an imputation upon their
integrity and fairness; an espionage upon tho to Europe, and visited England especialofficial action of all their courts and magis- ly to ask the aid of the church there for
trates, as well as upon the private conduct of the extension of religion among the peotheir citizens. Both races are thus inadesus- ple of her country, arrived in New York
picious and bitter by an agency w hich, in the yesterday morning, on board tho Cunard
present reorganized condition of civil govern- steamship Java, on her way home. She
taont aud society in the Southern States, is is described as about thirty years of age,
powerless to advuuee tho interests of ci- of the medium size, of prepossessing apther."
pearance, with black straight hair, and
olive complexion. She dresses in thc
The Injunction Against the National latest style, and in manner and converExpress Company.—The following card is sation "is every inch a queen." Her
published in tho Baltimore papers:
Majesty is accompanied and escorted by
Baltimore, August 10, 1866, j
Major Hopkins, an officer of the EngNational BxpuEsa aho Transp'n Co. J"
lish army. A young English lady, Miss
By tho courtesy of the press I have Oecn Iness Spurgen, travels with her in the
informed of a telegram to be published to- capacity of a lady friend. These, with
morrow in respect to this company. De- a man servant and maid servant, comfeat ed in the courts of Virginia, and having
encountered a severe check in their efforts prise the suit. A special messenger was
before Judge Underwood, at Alexandria, the seat to New York from Washington to
enemies op tho National have resorted to a give a proper reception to the illustrious
new device. Ou the 26th of July, 1860, a guest, nnd to tender her the hospitalities
certain Josiah Reynolds, for the first time of the Governuient She lias accepted
became a stookholJer of the company by the an invitation to visit Washington, and is
transfer to bim cf fifty sliares of stock, ihe expected therein a few days.—Alexaaw hole amount of oontributinns on which have i dria Qazcttif,
been seven hundred and fifty dollars,—.
Hardly had this (amateur) reformor gotten
Cupperhcftd vs. Blaclisnake,
bis scrip before lie went to Norfolk to wind
up tlie National. No jurisdiction can be
Last Friday, while Jared R. Ilaring
bad iu llie United Slates Courts until notice
is served on the adverse party. No such no- was mowing in his meadow, in Nookatice had been served ; when it is tho Nation- mixon township, in company with Mial will bo heard on tho motion for tho iiu chael D. Kohl, they saw a curiosity that
junction, and will again let its secret foes deserves a pussing notice. Tho ground
know that it is alive and strong enough to of his meadow was very dry and Ijirge
fight its b ittli s through.
The Board of Directors have bean iu ses- eracks were on the surface. In one of
sion in Balliinore for several days past, and the-o cracks they saw an object, the name
after a caruful exauiiuatiou of ihe nfiaird of ot which has buooino very familiar the
the company, tl.ey, as well as many of tho last few years—it was a copperhead
stockholders in Baltimore, have become well snake. Acting on the principle that "all
satisfied that tlie enterprise is an accomplish- Copperheads should bo killed,' they
ed success, aud a number of the most promi- took their seythes and made an end of
nent business men el this city have united iu him. In so doing they split him open
endormug the Board's circular to the stock- about
an inch from the jaw, back, and
holders, urging tiro u to sustain the company
pay promptly the necessary conttibulions, there exposed to view something black.
and not to allow the entt1 rprise to bo crushed Reing anxious to know what it was, Mr.
Haricg took hold of it and pulled it out,
in the hour of its success
Iu conclusion, I will simply say that the when Iu ! to their surprise, they found
National, sustained as it has been and is by it to bo a Rlacksnake of neaily the
true ami responsible etockhvldors, will still of the Copperhesd. Many may think
live on, in spite of assaui'?, secret and open,
this an exaggeration, but it is simply tho
W. 't. Kakjxan, Vice-President,
truth, and proves plainly that tho CopNational Express and Transportation Co.
head is too much for the Rlacksnake.—
Mr. E. G. Ross, thc editor of a Kansas Tho truth of this we think will still be
verified next fall when tho Rlack
paper, who was appointed to fill the vacancy more
party will find to their regret that the
in the U. S. Senate caused by the death of so called "Copperhead" party will be too
Senator Lane, had a good thing. Ho hurried much for them at the ballot box.—Doylesoff to Washington, got there on the 25th of town Democrat.
July, and was immediaeely sworn in. On
the 28th Congress adjourned, and he started
—The famous Quadrilateral is situated
back with a snug little sum of pay and mil- between the Mineio and Adige rivers,
eage, amounting to nearly $0,000. lie wi'.i and embraces an area of somo twenty
probably bo superseded by a regular election miles square. It is defended at its anwhen the iogislatiire meets, but he has got gles, on the two rivers, by four fortresses
his pay for three day's service at the rate of or rather strongly fortified towns, Peschiera, Mantua, Legnago, and Verona,
about $2,000 a day.
communicating with each othor by railway. It is scarcely credible that AusMind, Matter, Money, Beauty.—Web- tria has consented to Burrendor three of
ster's Quarto Dictionary, as now published, these forts to the occupation of Italy.
has cost more intellectual labor, more money
—The people of North Carolina, have
in its "getting up," and contains more matter, and a larger number of beautiful engra- in tho late eleo'ion in that State, it is
thought, much to the disgruntlement of
vings, than any single volume ever before Ex-Governor Ilolden. refused to ratify
published for popular use in this or any oth- the new constitution of that State proer country. Bell & Daldy, the new publish- posed by tho late convention. Tbo issue
ers of Bohn's libraries, are the London pub- white or mixed basis. Tho latter it is
lishers of this maguificent volume.
supposed carried tho day.
—Returns have been received from the
Tlie military authorities at New Orleans North
Carolina election from twentyon tbo 9th inst., notified Mayor Monroe to three counties. The vote for the ratifimake no more appointments qr.perlorin any cation of the new Constitution is 6,188;
othor official acts without their appro- for rejection, 6,258 j majority for rejecval.
tion, 1,070. Sixty two counties are
yet to be heard from. The result is
Mrs1 J. E. Breckinridgo has presented the doubtful.
General with twins. An increase of g^od
—In New York the cholera is on the
stock.
decrease. In Philadelphia there were
twenty one cases on the 10th inst. In
BgfWo call attention to the advertisemen Cincinnati it is on the increase ; on the
of Oscar G. Moses & Co, headed "LIFE— 9th, there being twenty seven deaths
and tho 10th 49 deaths
HEA LTH—STRENQ TH.''
—A farmer of Reading, Pa., has a
The Richmond papers say there is no chol- turkey gobbler that has evidently mistaera in that cityi
ken bis sex. He drove a hatching hen
from her nest, took her place, hatched
the entire brood and now assumes sole
Philadelphia Convention.
charge of them.
Philadelphia, August 13 —Upwards of
—The Postmaster of Washington, a
six liundrcd delegates have arrived. Among
the most noticeable persons present are radical, it is understood, is to bo removThurlow Weed, Dean Richmond, Secretaries ed, and one of tho proprietors of the
Randall and browning, General Steadman, National lutelllgeucer will bo appointed
Cornelius Wendell, Fernando Wood, C. L. in his place.
Vallandigham, Governor Ore, Sharkoy and
—The election in Kentucky shows
Perry, A. O. P. Nicholson, and Senator Guththat every one of tho nine Congressmen
rie.
There is considerable excitement about the from the State will be Democrats, save
admission of Vallandigham, Wood, and oth- possibly one. The Democrats will gain
er "Peace Democrats." There is no reason three, if not four, members.
to doubt, however, that all trouble will be
—A new disease has attacked the
adjusted to-night. Fernando Wood will decline to go into the Oonvenlioa if necessary wheat near Avon, New York, The
to bo harmony of it.
husk turns brown and decay begins at
Tbo programme is as yet unknown, but no the end of the grain nearest tho stalk.
third party will be formed.
—A New York firm has purchased
The Convent ou will probably nd pt a soriea of resolutious endorsing tho policy of the 25,000 acres ofland in Rockbridgo co.—
President and denouncing Congress, and an They intend working tho iron mines on
address wilt bo issued to the country wiiicb the land.
will embody the principles set lorlli iu tbo
—Tho Republicans of Deloware have
call for tho Convention.
R. G. Wiuthrop, of Massachusetts, or Gen. nominated Jaracs Riddle for Governor
i aud John L. McKim for Congress.
Dix will preside.

An Incident.
The following is an extract of a letter
from New York, published in thc Raltiinoro Episcopal Methodist, of the 4th
inst.
A Southern lady, on a visit to this
city, went to worship in one ot the uptown Churches. Soon after, an elegantly attired New York lady, of high social
standing, entered the same pew and remained during tho service ; after which
tlie Southern lady called her aside into
tho vestry room, and in tho presence of
the Rector, wilh whom she was well acquainted, thus addressed her:
"Madam, I do not wish to offend you,
but that shawl you are wearing belongs
to me." (The shawl was a superb one )
Tho New Yorker protested, and declared
that there must be somo nnstake "If,"
says the Southern lady, "you will exam
ine a certain comer, you will see my
initials worked in it, and the Rector
knows my name very well." The corner was found as well as the initials.—
The Southern lady then remarked, "that
ring you have upon your finger is also
mine, and if you will tako the trouble to
examine the interior you will see tho
same initials engraved in the ring.—
Similar movements as above described
took place and with similar results.
Turning to her again, the Southern
lady said;
• Madam, that bracelet you have on is
mine also, and by pressing a spring on
the inside it will uuoluBp and ohow you
my portrait." Tho New York lady did
as requested, and there was the lady's
portrait. She promptly returned the
ring and bracelet, as she was convinced
beyond the power to controvert it, that
they were the property of this Southern
lady, and remarked as she did, ''they
are yours, and you are welcome to them,
but as I wore the shawl to church, I
must beg the privilege ot wearing it
homo again." The Southern lady acceded, of course, and they exchanged
cards. The shawl came back in due
time, but the New York lady had probably obtained the articles ii such a manner as to render it too unpleasant to divulge. No more was said about it.
Moral—If Southern ladies want to
know where their articles of missing jewelry and wardrobe furniture are, let them
attend some fashionable, "up»town,"
New York Church, and if the men want
to know what become of all their fine
horses, shipped North by the army officers and "bummers," let them spend an
evening in Central Park.
•—♦<.<—
The Repouts Relative to the Release op Ma. Davis.—"Druid," writing to the New York News from Washington, says of the reports relative to the
release of Mr. Davis : "These reports
have the following foundation, and Vio
more : The lapse of time has entirely
dispelled the assassination charge against
Mr. Davis. For eight months his bitterest enemies have been dragging the
sewers and gutters of society for creatures base enough, degraded enough, to
swear to falsehoods ready-made to put
in their mouths. They have found a
few such creatures; lut, as Mr. Rogers' masterly report shows, they have
not found one shred of evidence that
could go before a jury. The President
has been fearfully deceived by these
men. They have constantly assured
him that there was abundant evidence to
convict Mr. Davis of complicity iu the
assassination. Rut now, when they
hava confessedly failed to make good this
assertion ; when it is evident that Mr.
Davis must be tried for treason or not
tried at all, the President has determined
that ho shall no longer be held in military custody; for, be it remembered, Mr.
Cr.vis is held as a prisoneir of war—a
prisoner of war sixteen months after the
termination of the war. it is a grave
offence against the laws of nations to
hold prisoners of war alter the war has
ended; and, therefore, it is said the
President has determined that Mr. Davis shall be either at once released, or
else handed over to the custody of the
civil autorities. Such, I believe, after
diligent inquiry, to be the foundation of
the report that Mr. Davis is to be released."
—An atrocious murder was committed
in Philadelphia, on the 10th inst. A
well dressed man visited a house on
Race street with a nicely dressed young
lady, and after remaining about an hour
tho man departed, saying the lady was
asleep, and he did not wish her disturbed. An hour or two later the proprietor
of the house visited the room and found
the girl with her head naarly severed
from her body, with a sheet tightly tied
around her. Subsequenily, through a
picture found in the girl's trunk, the
murderer was ascertained to be Newton
OhatEpion, ex-assistant Engineer in the
U. S, Navy. He was arrested. The
woman's name was Mary Harney, and
he had attempted to strangle her a few
weeks previously.
One ot the Radical journals in its melancholy, howl over the failure to enslave
the people of New Orleans, exclaims,
with soul subduing pathos, "Oh for an
hour of Butler." We dare say that venerable patriot responds from thc bottom
of his honest heart, "Oh for an hour of.
New Orleans." The crescent city, having laid in a fresh supply of valuables,
presents a most tempting bill of fare.—
As Blucher said when he visited London, "What a city to sack I" Is'irt it a
great pity that Andrew Johnson and U.
8. Grant staud between New Orleans
and "an hour of Butler."—Baltimore
Transcript.
The N. Y. World, referring to the
second step of the Radicals towards war,1
says : "Let them go on if they dare.—
The bullets and the gibbets, however
costly, which in that case would assuredly rid us of the inflamers of our first
and the plotters of our second civil war,
may, after all, be the only way to a calm1
world and a long peace."
A letter from Now Orleans to a gentleman iu Petersburg, after recording
the terrible scenes of tho recent riot
there, says : "The negroes are very docile now, very polite, and anxious to
cultivate the friendship of the Southern
whites. They declare that tho riot was
the fault of men whom they do not intend to have any further connection
with."
—The best place to keep corn is in a
good corn house, though some prefer to
keep it in the system—iu the juice. If
they dou't keep corn they keep corn'd.
—Tho new State officers of Texas
were inaugurated on tin 10th.

General L.ce Offered thc Command
of the Federal Army.

—It has transpired, officially, that th#'
Tennessee Legislature made no ratifiba-'
tion of tho Constitutional amendment. •'
The State Department has received no"
official notification of tho fact, and reliable intelligence from Nashville adds that
the matter will now go over to tho next
!
session of tho Legislature.

In a letter published in tho National
Intelligencer, of Thursday, Montgomery
Rlair mentions a circumstance in the history of General Leo which can but enhance the public appreciation of the noble spirit of disinterestedness and selfsacrifice with which Gen, Leo devoted
himself to tho cause of his native State i — Hon. J. M. Beale, formerly a memin the lato war upon the States of tho ber of Congress from the Shenandoah
South by Ihe Federal Government.— !district of Virginia, died suddenly oh
the 3d instant, in Putnam county, West
Says Mr. Blair ;
"God. Lee said to my father, when ho Virginia.
•
was sounded by him, at tho request of
—One Lundrod and twelve cases of
President Lincoln, about taking com- cholera were reported in New York and
mand of our army agnint tho rebellion, Brooklyn and their institutions on Wedthen hanging upon the decision of the nesday,
Virginia Convention, 'Mr. Blair, I look
An attempt was made, on Thursday
upon secession as anarchy. If 1 owned
the four millions of slaves in the South I last, at York, Pa., to assassinate Gov.
would sacrifice them all to save the Uni- Uartm and Gen. Geary, tho radical canon ; but how can 1 draw my sword upon didate for Governor of Pennsylvania.
Virginia, iny native State ?' He said he
-—The deaths in New York for the1
could not determine then; said he would Week ending Aug. 1^5, were about eight"
consult with his friend Gen. Soott, and hundred.
went on the same day to Richmond,
—-McCoOnell, the murderer of Rosa
probably to arbitrate difficulties; and we
Colvin, was hung at Cleveland, Ohio,
see the result."
We suppose the last sentsnce means on the 10th inst.
simply tnat Mr. Blair, having failed to
■—An Italian boy bad a tooth pulled
induce Gen. Lee to accept the command in Boston the other day and bled to
of the Federal forces and draw his sword death afterwards.
on Virginia,' urged upon him an inter—It is said that the President ba^
view with Gen. Scott, to which he may
have assented. But just at this time restored the property of Ex-Governor
tho Convention of Virginia took its de- Wise to him.
cisive action, and Gen Leo eame at once
—A farmer in Wytbe connty has
to Richmond. Mr. Blair adds, by way reaped this year 7,000 bushels of oats.
of apology, where none was needed;
"It is hard lor a noble mind to tear
—Queen Victoria is represented as beitself away from home, kindred, friends ing in very bad health.
and native soil, and go into opposite
ranks to crush them all. This was the
JTOTICES.
case of Stephens as well as Lee. It was
the case of nearly every elevated soul in
The Second Quarterly Meeting for Rockingham
the South."
Circuit will be held at Fellowship, commencing
We wonder how men with souls "not next Saturday (18tb) at 3 o'clock, P. M. Rer,
elevated," who were, or profess to have J. E. Armstrong, of Staunton, will bo present.
been, for the Union, and against their na- Quarterly Conference Saturday evening at half
tive State in her day of agony, feel when past 4 o'clock.
A. POE BOUDE.
they read such incidents as this !—RichAugust 16, 1866.
mond Whig.
—
o■■
DEATHS.
The Case Truly Stated.—At a
meeting lately held at Madison, WisconOn Wednesday morning, 15th of August, at
sin, Senator Doolittle made a most elo- the residence of her father, Mr. J. C. Sprinkel,
Mrs.
Mary Frances Feavel, consort of Mr. F.
quent and convincing speech, in explana- M. Fravel,
aged 24 years, 10 months an d 9 daysr
tion of the objects of tho Philadelphia
On the morning of the 10th inst., Jefferson
infant son of A. J. jiud Eliza Wall, of
Convention, and of the policy of Presi- Davis,
this place, aged 9 months.
dent Johnson for the restoration of tho
On the 3d inat., at Silas Beard's, on Linvill's
in this county, after a very short illness.
Union in all its integrity, dignity and Creek
Miss Nanct Allebadgii, in her 80th year.
power. He says;
Tho question involved in the war was Memorial concert.
this: Shall this Government of ours
THESPIAN HALL.
Thnradaif Evening, Augunt 16, 1806.
live or die ? Shall our nationality be
TABLEAUX, etc., for the re-interpreserved? Shall the reunion of the CONCERT,
mont of the Confederate dead in Rockingham co.
States under the Constitution be secured? Speeches,
Songs, Charades, Tableaux.
That question we fought out in the field
This Entertainment, the object, of which is so
of argument, and we fought it out :a the noble, anneals to your patriotic pride. Thea
field of arms. And that queclion we ccine on Thursday Evening, and encourage us by
presence.
have settled forever—the unity of this your
Tickets 50 cents —Children half price. Doors
nation, its nationality, and tho euprema- open at 7 ; Curtain rises at 1% precisely;
MEMORIAL ASSOCIATION.
cy of tho Constitution of thc United
August 15—3t.
States are established forever. But the
war is ovi r. Peace has come, aud with PUBLIC SALE OF
VALUABLE HOUSE & KITCHEN
it have come new problems, nnd tho FURNITURE.—1
will sell at my residence in
men who are not capable of seeing the Harrisonburg, on Thursday, August IC/A, 1S66,
my
HOUSE
&
KITCHEN
FUkNITURB. emnew problems that peace brings aro blind bracing all necessary housekeeping
articles, all
t.iiomsolves, or are blinded by others.— of which .are in good order.
Terms liberal and made known at Bale,
Tho truth is, that peace has brought this
Aug 16—ta
W. H. BITENOUR.
grat problem, and it is the controlling
question of tho hour ; not whether the tCLASSICAL AND GRAMMAR SCHOOL.
J
PEALE'S TAN YARD,
nation shall live ; not whether tho naRockingham Coitnty, Virginia.
tionality of this Union shall be mainOn thhe first Monday in September, I will open,
School at Peale's Tan Yard, and be prepared
tained ; not whether tho Constitution is the
to give instruction in tbo ordinary Classical and
supreme—for there is .not a living hu- Eugliah Branches*
Terms for session of five months :
man being from Maine to Texas,"frora
Classical pnpil,
$3.00 specie per mo.
New York to California, who doos not Grammar
do.
2.00 " " »«
admit that—but this other question Small
do;
1.00 " '< "
Board can be obtained in the neighborhood.—
atises—an all absorbing question, upon Apply
for
information
to
which the existence of human liberty
HUSTON HANDY.
Harrisonburg, Va.
depends—whether the States shall live
to Dr. Gordon. Hon. John C. Woodaou
or die under tho Constitution (Cheers.) andPiefors
tho
Commonwealth
OBlco,
Harrisonburg.
11 1
Aug 15—tf
■ ■ *♦-♦ > '
Gov. Wells, oe Louisiana, on the QFFICIAL NOTICE TO TAX-PAYERS^
New Orleans Riot.—A dispatch from
Cullectob's Office, U. 8. Internal Revenue,')
New Orleans, of date August 8tn, says :
6th District op Virqinia, v
Governor Wells, in a lengthy address
Harrisonddro, Va., August 13th, 1866. J
All
persons
in
Rockingham
county liable for
to the people of Louisiana on the causes Dutiea, JLiccnaea, Incomoi, Carriages,
of the recent riot, concludes us follows : Watches, Pianos or other Taxes, under thePlate,
sev"This exhibition of violence and mob eral acts to "Provide Internal Revenue for the
support
of
the
Government,"
who
have
been
aslaw, embers of tho fire of rebellious feel- sessed, ars hereby notified that tho undersigned
ing which plunged this country into a has received from the Assessor tho annual list
1865 6, and that the said taxes have become
desolating civil war, shows that the flame for
and payable. Public demand is hereby made
is not yet extinguished in the breast of clue
for the payment of said taxes, and the same must
the former slaveholding aristocracy.— be paid at my office, which is daily open (Sunday
on or before the 31st day of August,
Having failed in their first attempt to excepted),
1866. If not paid within ten days after the* 31st
destroy the government, they seek to day of August, 18G6, ten per cent, will be added
retain political power by the same spirit thereto, and costs of collection by distraint or
prosecution. I have no power to remit these
of political violence by which their chiefs penalties,
which will be enforced without respect
had sustained their supremacy before to persons.
saSfOffice—South
side Public Square, Harthe war.
risonburg.
SAMUEL r. sterling.
"My deliberate conclusion is that if
Aug lo—3t
Collector 6th District, Va;
the military forces be withdrawn the J W. JORDAN,
lives of the Union men who proved themAVCTIONBER AND COHMISSION MERCHANT.
selves conspicuous in maintaining their
Next door to Shacklctt & Newman,
allegiance will not be safe. Tho ulti
sell property of every species, on a small
mate security, both of the governmeut £,Will
commission.
and Union men of the South, depends
Will also keep Corn and Meal constantly on
and buy qr trade for produce of every kind.
on the ratification of the constitutional hand,
Cotton Yarns, Kos* 8 and 10, $3.00; Nos. 11
amendment proposed by Congress, and and 12, $3.16.
the enfranchisement of the loyal black
man as he becomes educated and qualifi- EMPLOYMENT AGENCY.
ed fur that important privilege.
Persons wishing to employ Farm Hands, Door Laborers of any kind, white or black,
"If the advooaoy of these measures mestics,
can
have them furnished at short notice, and for
identify me with the Radical party in a small
fee, by applying to me.
opposition to the President, 1 must ac'1 hose desiring such situations will find it to
cept the situation. Besides, 1 can't their interest to call on me for information.
Office at my store, nnder Clary's Photograph
change my position in respect to my Gallery,
Harrisonburg, Va.
feelings. I deem it necessary to preJ. W. JORDAN.
serve and perpetuate the Union.
WANTED.—Two GOOD COOKS, and ono
J. Madison Wells,
GIRL, about 15 years of age, can find
Governor of Louisiana."
good homes by applying to me.
A man (white) and his two sons, aged 19 and
24, can be employed by application to me. Wages
In Milwaukie, Wisconsin, a few weeks reasonable.
J. W. JORDAN,
Aug. 16.—tf
Employment Agent.
ago, a ragged hoy called upon a merchant and asked the loan of fifty cents, VIRGINIA^
At Rules held in tho Clerk's Office of the
for which he promised to givo his note
Court of Highland county, on Monday,
and ten per cent, interest. The mer- Circuit
the 6tb day of August, 1866,
chant was struck with the novelty ot the Adam Stephenson, Executor of James Gwin,
dee'd..
Plaintiff,
proposal, and finding the boy intelligent
against
and apparently honest, gave him fifty Davis Hamilton, John Bradabaw, Adm'r of Matthew Gwin, dee'd., and AdamG. Cleek. Adm'r
cents, and, as he insisted on it, took bis
of Andrew Hamilton, dee'd., Defendants.
note. A month afterwards, when the
IN CHANCERY.
The object of this suit is to attach the interests
merchant had almost forgotten the ocof
tho
defendant
Davis Hamilton, in a tractr ,
currence, tho boy again made his ap- land containing forty-two
acres, it being lot Noi
pearance and asked to redeem his note. 6 of the land of the late Matthew Gwin, dec d.,
lately
partitioned
amongst
the heirs; also all tho
Lpon inquiry, the boy said he had in- interest of the said Davis Hamilton
in the real
vested the fifty ceuts in newspapers and estate of Andrew Hamilton, deo'd., lying on Back
being
three
oranges, and had already made about Creek, in the county of Bath,110there
to-wit: one of fifty* o v\
.anc*
forty dollars. Ho was an orphan, but tracts,
of thirty-seveD acres; and also all the interest in
thought he was able to take care of him- the personal estate of the said Andrew Liamilton,
now in the hands of said def t Adam G.
self. A more stirking example of what dee'd.,
Cleek, Adm'r of said Andrew Hamilton, dee'd ;
energy will do among the poor and friend- and
also all the interest uf the said Davis Hamilless wo have seldom seen. It is worthy ton in the personal estate of Matthew Gwin,
dee'd., now in the hands of the deft John Bradof imitation.
shaw, his Adm'r,, or so much thereof as may bo
necessary
to the payment of the debt in the bill
—Mr. Thomas B. Harrison, Auditor and proceedings
mentioned due by the said Davis
Hamilton
to Adam Htephcnson, Executor of
of Riuhmond, died at his residence in
James
Gwin,
dee'd.
that city on Sunday evening last, after a
And it appearing, by satisfactory evidence,
short illness.
that the defendant.D ivia Hamilton is not a resident
of this Commonwealth, on motion of tho
Generals Gordon and Taylor, of the plaintiff
by counsel, it is ordered that the said
Into Confederate army, Lave arrived iu defendant do appear here within one month after
due
publication
of this order aud do what is neWashington, en route to the Philadel- cessary to protect
bis interest in this suit.
phia Convention.
A Copy—Teste,
A- J. JONES, Clerk.
—Wheat is falling in the Lynchburg
L. H. StopbensuD, p. q.
market.
i Aug 15—4t

How Our GIi-In arc Spolle<l.
Rov. Henry Ward Bcccher, «ho, by the
way, is a good teacher, gives soaie good advice about girls, and it is a pity his counsels
could not be heeded. By-the-by there will
bo no girls and children, they will be women
from ten to twenty years old. Mr. Boccher
g,says;
A girl is not allowed to be a girl after she
ton years old. If you treat her as though
'Jis
she were one, she will ask you what you
^mean. If she starts to run across the street,
8she is brought back to the nursery to lis'en to
na lecture on the propriety of womanhood.—
Now it seems to me that a girl should be
tnothing but a girl until she is seventeen. 01
course there proprieties belonging to her sex
'which is fitting for her to observe butitseems
tto me that, aside from these, she ought to
1have the utmost latitude. She ought to be
<1gnooOragbd to do much out of doors, and to
run and exercise in all those ways which are
calculated to develop the muscular frame.-—
What is true of boys in the matter of bodily
]health, is eminently so of girls.
It is aii important that womon should he
healthy,
well developed. Man votes, writes,
'
does business, etc., but woman is the teacher
and the mother of the world ; anything that
deteriorates woman is a comprehensive plague
of human life itself. Health among women
is a tiling that every man who is wise and
considerate for his race, should more earuestly set k to promote.

SPECME JPOTICES.
THE GREAT ENGLISH REMEDY!
PROTECTED BY ROYAL LETTERS PATENT.
SIR JAMES CLARKE'S
r^CF.LEBUATED FEMALE PILLS^FJ
Prepared from a preecriplinn of Sir J. Clarke, IT £>.,
Physician Kvtraonlinary to the Queen.
Thi* invftlnaMe medicine In unfailing in the cure of all
thope painful and dangerous dfoeAtes to which the female
constitution is suhjert. It moderates all exoesica and
removes all obstructions, from whatever cause, and a
speedy cure may bo relied on.
CAUTIOK.
Theee PWt thould r.ot. he taken hy FrmaU* during
the FIRST THREE MONTHS of Pregnancy, at they
are ture to hring on Miscarriage, but at any other Itfarfj
they are tnfe.
Every woman knows that the bloom of health must
fhde with the slightest irregularity or obstruction of the
menses. These Pills are truly the woman's friend In
her hour of trial, and the only sure, positive and neverfailing cure and regulator of Suppression of nature, from
whatever cause. So mild that the feeblest can tako
them with perfect security, yet so powerful In their
efleets, that they may be safely called, a never falliog
Regulator.
In all cases of Nervous and Spinal Affections, Pains
In the Rack and Limbs. Fatigue on slight exertion, Palpitation of tho Heart, Hysterics, and Whites, these
Pills will effect a cure when all other means have
failed; aud although a powerful remedy, do not contain
Iron, calomel anlimony, of anything hurtful to the constitution.
Full directions in the pamphlet around each package,
whleh should be carefully preserved
sold fir all DRuaarsTs.
Sole Oeneral Agent for the United States and British
Dominions,
JOB MOSES, 27 Cortlandt St., New York,
N.B.—00 and 0 three cent postage stamps enclosed
to anv authorised Agent, will ensure a bottle, containing 66 Pills, by return mail, securely sealed from all observation.
Sold by L. H. OTT, Druggist,
Jan. 17,
Harrlsonburg, Va,
lil F E—TI EAT iTII—ST R EN GTH.
LIFE—HEALTH—STRENGTH.
LIFE—H EALTFI- ^TUENQTir.
TUE GREAT FIIEWCH REMEDY .
DR. JUAN DELAMARRE'S
CELEBRATED SPECIFIC PILLS,
Prepared from a prescripHon of Dr. Juan Delamarre
Chief Physician to the Hospital du Nord ou
Lnrihoitxere of Paris.
This invaluable medicine Is no Imposltidn, bnt is unfalling in the cure of Sperraatorrhie or seminal Weakness. Every species of Genital or Urinary IrritabilityInvolnntnry or Nightly Seminal Emissions from whatever cause produced, or however severe, will he speedily relieved and the organs restored to healthy action.
Read the following opinions of eminent IVcnch physicians.
"We have used the Specific Pills prepared by Garan
ciere & Dupont, No. 214 Ku i Lotnuurd, from the prescription of Dr. Juan Delamarre, in our private practice
with uniform success, and we believe there is no other
medicine so well calculated to cure all persons suffering
from involuntary Gmmlssions or any other weakness of
the sexual Organs^ whether caused by a sedentary mode
of living, excesses, or abuse.
H. A. BeaUripaAtb, M, D,
C. I». Dujaudin, M. D.
Jean Le Lxuchrk, M. D.
Paris, May Bth, 1863.
BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.
The Genuine Pills ore sold by all the prlneipal Druggists throughout the World, price One Dollar per Box,
or Six Boxes for Five Dollars.
GAttANCiBEE k. Dupont, Sole Proprietors,
No. 214 Rue Lombaid, Paris.
One Dollar enclosed to any authorised Agent, will JnBure a box by return mail, securely sealed from all ob
servatlon, six boxes for five dollars.
Sole General Agents for America,
OSCAR O. MOSES & Co., 27 Cortlandt St.. N. Y.
N.B.—French, German, Spanish and English Pamphlets, containing full particulars and directiona for use
Sold by L. H. OTT, Druggist,
Jan. 17.
Harrlsonburg, Yo.
B^rTWO BAD CASES OF FILES
CURED BY DR. STRICKLAND'S PILE REMEDY.—
Mr. Glass, of Janesvlllc, Wisconsin, writes for the benefit of all who suffer with the Piles, that he has been
troubled for eight years with an aggravated case of
Piles, and his brother was discharged from the army
as incurable (ho being quite paralyzed with the Plies).
Both these distressing cases were cured with one bottle of Dr. Strickland's Pile Remedy. The recoiumendation of these gentlemen, beside* the daily tcstimoni
als received by L)r. Slricklnnd, ought to convince thossuffering that the most aggravated chronic cases of
Piles are cured by Dr. Stricklaml'a Pile Remedy, It is
sold hv Druggist everywhere.
»ySo!d hy Drs. GORDON & WILLIAMS, Main
Street, Uarrisonburg, Va.
March 7t-ly
PSTA SUPERIOR REMEDY.—We can
conscientiously reccoramend to those suffering from a
distressing cough, Dr. Stricklamrs Mellifluous Cougli
Balsam. Jt gives relief almost instantaneous, and is
withal not disagreeable to the taste. There is no doubt
but the Mellifluous Cough Balsam Is one 6f the best
preparations in use, and all is that-its proprietors claim
for it. We have tried it during the past week, and
found relief from a most dlatkcsslng cough. It is prepared hy Dr. Strickland, No. 139 Sycamore st , Cincinnati.
and iV hy Druggists.
hy Drs. GCRDCN & WILLIAMS, Main
Street, Harrlsonburg, Va.
March 7.-Iy
f.frDY. PEPSIA —What everybbdy says
must he true. We have heard Dr. Strikland'a Tonic
spoken of au frequently by tiiosq who (\Ave been bencllted by it, that nt last we ore coropeUed to make it known
to the public that we really 'believe It offects a cure iu
every case; therefore, we say to those, who are sullering
with Dyspepsia or nervousjfeblllty; to go to tiieir druggist and get a bottle of Dr. Strickland's Tonic,
SSTSold by Drs. GORDON & WILLIAMS, Main
Street, Harrlsonburg Va
March 7,-ly

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
OF FINE LANDS
IN AUGUSTA COUNTY, VA.
In
pursannce nfa decree of tho Circuit Court of
IAugusta,
rendered at the JuneTerm, 18S6, in tho
ccase of Mlchncl Coiner's Kxccutors, Ac,*.. Miohacd Coiner's heirs. Ac., I will, as Commissionoer uuder said decree, offer for sale, at public auo
sion,
•
On Thursday, the 2Mh of Septemhcr, 1866,
{the fnllowlnp lands of which Michael Coiner died
gseised:
liUOOKS PEACE.—This is one of
^tho1st.—THE
most desirable tracts in Augusta county. It
contains about
811 ACRES OP LAND,
'of Hue quolltv, of which shout 70 Acres are in
TIMDEH. It lies on both sides of the South
1Brsnch of tho Shunnndonh. about one mile above
Wavnesborough. The uplnnd is limestone, and
.there are from 70 to 100 Acres of Bottom Land
on tho river. Tho whole tract is well adapted to
wheat, corn aud gross
The situation of this tract, within a mile of the
Depot at VVaynesborOugh, and convenient to
imills, churches, schools, Ac., renders it particu]larly desirable as a homestead.
Tho improvements consist of a

^MERICAN FRUIT DRYING HOUSE.
j
Patentkd OcronKH lOrn, 18C5

RALLY

C H £ A P1

J D. PRICE .i GO'S COLUMN.
'THE OLD RELIABLE AGENCY I

LARKINS VHARLOW,
J. E>. IPH.5Eo3E3cSto Oo.
SPR1NKEL & BOWMAN
IRiver Bank, Kockingliara countv, Va., have pur
LICENSED
cchased of Em inert, Miller & Co.. tho right of
^Vedncttday, - - August 15, ISflO.
I
Billings'
great
REAL ESTATE AGENTS,
ARE
SELLING
GOODS
WOEDERFUL
jAMERICAN FRUIT DRYING HOUSE,
LOCATED AT
vwhich they are manufacturing in a snbstantial
LT ONE API
LOCai. DEPjtRT*nEJ*'T.
Harrisonburg,
Hockingham County, Va.
imnnner, and warrant to give satisfnetion.
U1 The usual processes for drying Fruits, VegetaOffice—Nog 1 arul 2 "Law Uulldlng."
tbles, Meats, Ac., are so uncertain, dilficult and
Wood Wanted.
ttedious, rind so objectionable in the matter of
ccieanlinesa, that there is a universal demand for
We would bo obliged to some of our
TIio fnHrwingnr. « few of the properties wo
TUEY BUY FOR CASH 1
aJ drying house or apparatus which will more efoffer for sale. For full particn'ars send for a catBubscribors if they would bring us a few
fectnnll v and expcditiously do the work.
alogue. Correspondents, in addressing us in rehas been the purpose of the Inventor to meet
loads of wood for subscription. We are just
to atl^ trropcrty in this column will pleaao
,thisIt demand,
THEY MUY WHERE GOODS ARE THROWN gard
which
we
flatter
ourselves
is
accomwrite distinctly the So. of tho property they doabout out. and need it at once.
plished
the most perfect manner, from the
sire information of.
Junitoi rainpraise
ON THE NEW YORK MARKETS,
bestowed by those who have witOar new catalogues arc now on hand, nnd pur,nessed
the
process
of
drying,
and
the
repented
chasers will be furnished with them by addressA Word to our Friends.
,award of premiums at State and County Fairs.
For full particulars of properties
,This House is so constructed that
AT TUE LOWEST RATES I lilg us. SEND
It affords us pleasure to know that our efFOR A CATALOGUE.
No.
C2—A
farm of 204 acres, 6 miles N. W. of
THERE
TS
NO
DANGER
OF
ITS
TA
KING
FIRE
forts in publishing a live newspaper, worthy
Staunton, 170 cleared and iu a fine state of culOR SCORCHING THE FRUIT.
of your support, are being appreciated by the
tivation ; balance well timbered ; farm well waAnd will dry in a few hours ns effechiolly—and
tered • CO acres of river bottom; good brick
business portion of this section. Wo have
Ereserve the articles from insects or filth—as can
THEY sell ok shout profits.
dweUing, good barn ; all out-bouscs in complete
e dene in days by the usual proccs.®.
made arrangements with the County Court
order.
It will occur to the mind of any one that a
, M
D w E li LING-IIOUSE,
No. 63—33^ acres ofland. 8 miles west of Harof Highland county by which the ofBoial
variety of articles can he thus prepared
**ii ' vwwdi'* partly of stone and partly of a great
2 story frame dwelling, good stabling,
and
preserved, which by tho usual processes are
has visited our store If we do risonburg,
printing of that county, has been given to
framed addition, coniaining in all 10 or 11 rooms so dilficult and laborious that tho labor is dread- Ask any one who
distilory
24 X 02 feet, 4 new still tubs and apnot sell very cheap.
and
all
necessary
out-buildings.
The
Barn
is
not
purtenances
buildings all new. Located on Dry
ed,
and
much
Fruit
wasted
that
would
be
otherthe "Comraonwonlth," there being no newsfinished. There is a fine, never-failing Spring wise saved, viz; Apples. Poaches, Pears, QuinRiver.
paper published in Highland. This is a
No. 65—Beautiful residence, in Harrisonburg,
within a few eteptof the dwelling, and two OR- ces, Berries ofall kinds, Pumpkins, Green Corn,
CHARDS of selected fruit.
on Court Square, one of the oest bouses in tho
Beans, Ac , Ac.
PLEASE REMEMBER!
source of extreme gratification to us. Be2d.—THE PECK PLACE—situated 1>^ miles
town, finely finished, contains the most handARE ALL FULLY PREsides this, our advertising patronage and subfrom Waynesborough, on tbe Staunton road, in TUE PROPERTIESSERVED,
some store room in the Valley, is a good busia good neighborhood. This tract contains about As no fermentative or decomposing changes can
ness stand, front 68 foot. Can be purchased very
WE DO WHAT WE SAY!
scription list is steadily on the increase. We
cheap nnd on accoinmodaiing terms.
120 ACRES OF LAND,
,take place, as the^ di ving is so expcditiously
have also as large a circulation in the town
No. 60—House and two shops, located near
about 87 of which are cleared^ and 40 in TIM- <dene. Every family should have one of these
Weyor's Cave, 4 acres of prime land attached,
WE
SIMPLY
STATE
PLAIN
FACTS.
of Uarrisonburg as any other paper publishBEH. The land is limestone, and well adapted Houses, the cost of"whicli IsJOtrlfiidg when comfine'location for a mechanic.
to grain and gross.
1pared with the great saving, profit and convenied in the town. Town advertisers will please ,Tomato Catsup.
No. 6 7—760 acres of choice land, in the Stnto
The improTeincnts eonsiat of a good, illailfT <ence.
of
Alabama, is very productive, beautifully sitiimake a note of this. All we ask is-for our
TWO-STORY BRICK HOUSE, WITH
Price of House for 3 bus. Fruit,
$35 00
At this season the following receipt for
ated, and will be sold at a very low figure.
OUR ASSORTMENT OF GOODS
A BACK-BUILDING AND BASEMENT, fin"
"
5 bus. Fruit,
60 00
friends to stick to us, and we will guarantee 1making catsup may prove useful to those who
No.
68—30 acres of land 6 miles we it of HarJZ&P'SVc have the privilege from the proprieished under the whole house. There are in the
nsnnburg, 20 acres of which are improved, the
yon that wo will introduce improvements by care fond of it. It is a premium receipt from
basement three rooms, and five in the upper sto- itors of the Right for the State to soil a limited
IS
FULL
AND
GENERAL;
remainder ifi excellent timber, good improve1rics,
number of these Dry Houses in the counties ad'
Which wo san do your printing in city style the
t
ments, one young orchard, and every conveniiVuirie Farmer.
There arc two never-failipg wells of water on jjoining UodkinghUm.
enee.
Fencing recopiptetc.
and at city prices. We mean this.
All orders addressed fd us at McGaheyaANt» 13
the tract, and 10 Acres of MEADOW, and good 1
'•Take tipe tomatoes, (thd small red ones
No. —Town property in Mt. Solon. Gona
•
iare preferable,) wash but not - kin them,and
ORCHARDS of Apples, Poaches and Cherries.— vifle, Kockingham countv, will be prornptlv atTowelling.and
splendid Store-Room 40 x by 50
LAUK1NS A HARLOW.
The land lies well, and is well adapted to grain |tended to.
feet, goVrd Ware-hou.ie. and every necessary outBig Editor Loosp.
Ithoroughly boil one hour, and thou put them
REPLENISHED EVERT PEW DATS.
and grass. There is a good BARN and all neAugust 8, 18G6.—tf
buildings Excellent fruit, • nd acres of land
Wo were pleased a day or two since to see Ithrough a hair sieve, and to one quart of juice
icessary out-buildings.
attacked. Excellent opening for merchant busi3rd—TUB ENTRY PLACE,—Which lies 3 New arrangement,
ness.
the smilicg, good-natured countenance of our jadd one table-spoonful of cinnamon, one of
]miles from Fishersville Depot, on Central RailQUICK
TIME
TO
RICHMOND
black
pepper,halfof
cayem
e,
half
of
nRtmog,
No. 70—A Tanvard at Lacey's Spring, conCome and tost the truth of our statemeuts. This
friend, Daniel Dechert, Esq., Editor of one of good mustard, two-thirds tea-cupful of
road, and four from Waynesborough. It conFROM ALL PARTS OF THE VALLEY.
taining
3 acres ofland of first quality limestone,
is all we ask.
tains
upon
which a Tannery is erected, with a new and
the Hagerstown
darken the doorway of jsalt. Boil three hours and then to one quart
An Express Passenger Train leaves Richmond :
126
ACRES
OP
LAND.
complete set of buildings,-24 Vats, 2 lime Vats,
our sanctum. His coming was heralded by <of juice add one pint of pure cider vinegar.—
.
Mondays, Wednesdays and Saturdays, at 3:16
| one pool, all silppliod with fresh water, a strong
j80 cleared and the residue heavily timbered.—
stream with head and fall of over 12 fe-t. One
our exchanges from the Lower Valley, and Boil half an hour longer ; bottle hot and seal
The
land
is
limestone
and
productive.
There
HERE
ARE
SOME
OF
OUR
PRICES
s
Arriving at Staunton at 11.20 P. M.
This catsup will keep for years and 'not
three story Weather-rboitrdod House, containing
iare no improvements on this tract.
the Winchester News even went so far as to 1up.
Staunton : Mondays, Wednesdays and
seven rooms, 2ft by GO feet also, another of 20 by
require shaking before using.' A porcelain
4th—MOUNTAIN.—This lies 2)^ miles below Leave
Saturdays at 3.30 A. M.'
id f- ot with a fine Store room, and three other
4-4
Cotton
at
20
cents,
call him "good looking.' What a change ]kettle should be used.
Waynesborough, and within one and a half miles Arriving
at Richmond at 10.30 A. M".
Fine all wool Cassimeres 75 cents to $1.10,
rooms all new. Also a largo Wash H-^uao divi|of a saw mill. It contains about
;Stages leave
the ride from Winchester to this place must
Stauntr.n"; Tuesdays, Thursdays,
Good Kentucky Jeans at 28 ccnts^
ded into 4 rooms and would make a good dwell2CO
ACRES
OF
LAND,
Saturdays and Sundays at ti A.' M. Arrive at
Fine black Cloth, 1^ yds. wide, $2.25,
ing; large Stfiblo, fine Hark Shed, Dry House
have produced- The News man surely must ,Our Book Table.
Lexington at 3 P. M,
all in timber. This tract lies in a mineral reLadies' English Stra v Bonnets, latest styles, and all otliir necessary out-buildings. This place
have mistaken one of Mr. Dechert'a travelWe have received from the publishers the
gion, but. is without any iihprovements.
IStages leave Staunton ; Tuesdays, Thursdays at 50 cents to $1.00,
has fine fruit upon it consisting of Apples, PeacI es
and
Sundays at 6 A. M. Arrive at HarrisonThe sale of the Brooks' and Peck farms will be
Ribbands, the very fincsCnnd best, 10 to 25 c, and Grapes. This is one of the cheapest properling companions for him. However, wo jfollowing Magazines, &o., for the month 1
burg at 11 A. Mand at New Market at 2 P M.
made
on
the
premises,
commencing
nt
11
o'clock,
Ladies' BalmorHl Shoes, $1.90,
ties for rittle in this Valley.
think travelling has had a bad efi'cct on the
A. M. The others will be .sold in Wayneaboro',
Peterson's Magazine for September conHETURNINO.
No. 71.—A farm of 100 acres of limestone land
Mens' Shoes from $1.25 to $2.00
Stages
leave Lexington : Tuesdays. Thursdays,
and in the order named.
1
located in Shenandoah county. 34 acres iu good
Pins, 14 rows in paper, G cents a paper,
entire party, in this respect. The people of |tains tweuty-eiglit articles, thirty-eight emSaturdays and Sundays at 4 30 P. M.
The terms of sale will bo enough in band to
Paper collars from 5 to 26 cents per bo±,
timber, the balarce under good fencing. ThW
ffe Valley will ever kindly remember Mr. D. |bellishments, fashions, &o. This splendid
pay the costs of sale, and the residue in four Arrive at Staunton next morning at 2 A. M.,
farm is watered by a first-rate never-failing
connecting with Express Paisenger Train that AND EVERYTHING ELSE IN PROPORTION spring. There are two dwelling houses, a goori
equal annual payments with interest from the
for his noble exertions in their behalf, as jLady's Magazine is furnished at the low price
arrives at Richmond at 10.30 A. M. Alsoeojvdate. The purcnasor to execute bonds with good
barn, and all necessary outbuildings, and plenty
agent of the Shenandoah Valley Belief Asso- (of $2 per annum.
necing with Stages for Harrisonburg, Nejg
sureties for the payment of tho installments, and
of fruit on the farm.
SPRINKEL A BOWMAN,
Market, Winchester, and all points in the Lowa lien reserved for the ultimate payment.
No. 73.—52 acres of Dry River Land loedftod 2
East
of
the
Square,
next
to
the
Post
Olfice,
ciation. We can assure our readers who
The Old Guard for August is an interer Valley.
ALEX. H. II. STUART,
miles west of Rushville. This is considered by
June27, 18GC.
may have the pleasure of meeting him that esting number. Every white man with white
Ju!v25-4t
Commissioner.
IStages leave Mt. Jackson at 4.20 P. M. New
many
the most fertile land in this section of
Market at 6 P. M.. and Harrisonburg at 9 P.
Richmond Semi-Weekly Whig, Harrlsonburg
country. Improvements are very Ccufinodioirs,
he is a big man with a big heait. May his |men's principles in the Union should subCommonwealth and Hagerstown Mail publish ^M. Arriving nt Staunton at 2 A. M., connectfencing
good, and excellent water.. Terms easy:
shadow never grow less.
ing With Express Passenger Tram.
this for four successive weeks and forward their
No. 73J<j—180 acres of prime land, 7 miles south'
soribo for the Old Guard. It is the best exaccounts to this oflice for payment out of pro- Arriving at Richmond at 10.30 A. M., also conof Harrisonburg, near Cross fteys. The bouse is
■a o
necting with Stages for Lexington and all
ponent of sound Demooratio principles we
ceeds of sale.—(Spectator,
of brick, and one of the best finished in the counpo
Oo
TTic Men we Waul.
points
in
the
Upper
Valley.
ty, There is an abundance of most excellent wahave
ever
seen.
.
5
o
S
M
rpRUSTEE'S
SALE
OF
A
VALUABLE
By
this
schedule,
passengers
leaving
Lexington,
We had a visit on Saturday la>t from sevter, 2 splendid orchards, as well as a large quan20
77
i
TRACT
OF
LAND.
Alt.
Jackson,
New
Afarket,
Ac.,
in
tho
evenEclectic
Magazine
for
August
coutuins
a
tity of choice fruit. 40 acres of this property
y
j* ''#
eral gentlemen of Washington county, Maing,
reach
Richmond
hy
10.30
A.
M.
next
day,
In
pursuance
of
the
terms
of
a
Deed
of
Trust
exare in timber, which is not surpassed in that seco
.lleotion
of
sound
literaluro
rarely
met
with
have
five
hours
to
transact
business,
leave
ecuted
to
the
subscribers
by
Braxtnn
Davis
aud
ryland. We understand they were drawn '
tion ofcouUtry.
si
sS*
Richmond at 3.16 P. M., and reach home nesjt
wife, on record in tho ofRce of the Clerk of the
No. 74.-834 acres of Timber Land, located
here by the alluring inducement hold out to 1iu any journal.—It is embellished with a
pT o
®O
day
to
v
inner.
County
Court
of
Augusta,
we
will
proceed,
within a mile and a half of Harrisonburg. Tina
1steel-plate portrait of Mrs. Browning.
Passengers
leaving
Staunton
daily
(excepting
thom by Messrs. Price & Co., and that they
is w ill set in oak, pine, hickory, &c., and will be
On Saturday, the Qth day of September, 1866,
Sunday,) at 4 30 P. M., connecting at Gosher
The above Magazines can be had at the
sold at a very low figure.
have purchasod a tract of timber land, near
U
m'2>2
to sell at auction, to the highest bidder, on the
Depot
with
Stages,
and
arrive
at
Lexington
ni
No. 75.—A Mill-seat located near Lacey's
c
n>
^i
w
Bookstore
of
H.
T.
Wartmann,
Harrisonpremises,
11.30
P.M.
McGaheysvilie, in this county, upon which
Spring. Excellent wat:r power. 5 Acres of
' re 3 03 W rl W
RATES
OX
PARE.
Land
attached. In a good neighborhood.
burg.
A
VALUABLE
TRACT
OF
LAND,
■S o^
tl cy intend erecting a steam saw-mill, &o.—
Lexington to Richmond, - - - $9 00
No. 76.—A farm of 125 acres. 7 miles Sotfth of
»
known aa the Huffman tract, lying on the North From
"
Mt.
Jackson
to
g
76
Harrisonburg, near Cross Keys. There is an
We are pleased to see these energetic Maryside of Dry River, in Uockingham county, ad
" New Market to " ----- g 25
t? EL 0<!"20
abundance or first class Timber, every necessary
joining the lands of Funkhouser, and Harman,
landers, who are proscribed at home on no- TltoTongm*.
Harrisonburg to
7 26
■" Z
oat building, and a number df fine springs on the'
A white fur on tho tongue attends a simand others. This tract contains about
HARMAN & CO. & TROTTER A CO.,
farm. This \t a first ems property^ is iu a good
count of their political principles, tnruing ple fever and iuflamation. Yellowness of
ONE HUNDRED AND SEVENTY ACRES
Stage Proprietors.
neighborhood, and presents unusual advantages
their attention to our beautiful Valiey, pur- the tongue attends a derangement of the livH. D. WHITCOiMB,
of good land, mainly limestone, with about 30
for the Dairy business.
0
Snp't
Va.
Central
Railroad
Co.
Acres
of
fertile
Bottom
Land.
No, 77.—196 acres of Limestone Land IffHhenchasing homes and set'.Iiog down amongst er, and is common to billions and typhus feC-i i S3 ®
August 8, 18GG.—tf
I
t
lies
on
the
main
road
trom
Harrisonbnrg
to
amloah county, four miles from Mt. Jackson.—
s-S&ISoS.S.
us. Come on, gentlemen ; there's room for a vers. A tongue vividly red on the tip or
llawioy Springs, about 9 miles from tbe former
30 acres in splendid Timber, improvements good,
O
I-Ti
Commissioner's Opfiof, H.uucTsoNncno, I
and
from tue latter, and four miles from
and is a line locality for merchandizing.
few more like this party.
edge, or down the centre, or over the whole
July 25, 1866. J
Dayton.
Also, within one mile of the above described
w O Hri
^ J-C
£ 3a
g * HH
To William C. Smith and Eliza his wife, Dorman ,
The improvements consist of
land, a tract of 15 acres. There is a splendid
1
1
Burfno->,
nttetuls
iuflamation
of
the
muouous
cd
-S3
i
«
L.
Smith,
Robert
H.
Smith,
Comfort
Smith,
I
dwollimr
and all necessary out buildings, a good
Xailottnl EJtmSc
Two ComfoutablF, Wv atiier-Boar-ft
Caroline Smith, Charles Smith, William Smith
Saw Mill and Carding Machinc» with a neverDEO IIoUSEJ,
itllSl
The First National B mU Building, iinino- membrane of the stomach or bowels. A white
and Hercelia J. Peale, wife of Edward S.
I ^
failing supply of water on the place. This propA good barn, and all necessary out buildings.—
re ^00P
Peale.
erty is in good repair.
dialtly opposite our office, is nearly comple- velvet t iiiguo attends mental disease. A
About two-thirda of the land is cleared and the YOU
tongUQ-.ml
at
tho
tip,
becoming
dry,
brown
arc
hereby
notified
that
1
shall,
on
tho
.
No. 79,—Town Property in McGaheysvilie,
3residue well timber ed. It is abundantly supplite 1. It is a haudsoma piece of mechanical
16th day of Xugust next, nt my ofiice in
consisting of about 23 acres of excellent land,
aiNLglazed,
attends
a
typhus
state.
ed
with
water
by
spring,
well
and
the
river.
S
a
Harrisonburg,
Rockingharn
County,
Va.,
proTlie
improvements consist of a frame dwelling
skill, and reflects credit upon the contractor,
TERMS will be aouommodating and made ceed upon the petition of Philip Pharos. Jr., getS .T en 0 2 5 ^
house, new weatherboarded dairy, new store
!
known on day of sale.
Anthony Uockman. Mr. Uockman executed Kcrnlckiiag C'kickesiH.
ting forth that in October, 1863, a Deed (theraid
room, blacksmith shop, barn, corn house, Ac.,
JOHN D. BALDWIN, \ Tf
.no.oe
Deed and record thereof having since been de- |1
fine young orchard, fencing all good, a portion1
the carpenter work ; S ilomou P. Reamer
ALUX. U. U.STUAUT, / TrnstocsA Pennsylvanian prevents chickens from
etroyed,)
was
executed
to
him
by
Wm,
C.
Smith,
•
w®
plank.
'1 his property is situated in the buainess
July 25-4t
» -S • f o: .JH TV
and David Rttcnour thu bricklaying and ma • scratching by securing a stick to tho heel of
then of Rockingbam County, as Commissioner, j
part of the town.
conveying
to
the
petitioner
300
acres
of
land,
sit!
QRKNEY
SPRINGS.
S
n
No.
80.—600
Acres of first-class Grazing Lands'
aonry ; James Pau.e the plastering, and D. the fowl, so that ns the foot is raised tho
VALUABLE TRACT OF ROCKINOHAM uatcd'on Beaver Creek, in the County aforesaid,
located in the county of Hardv, West Va., near
g§
AT PUBLIC SALE.—By the last to take in writing tho evidence of witnesses to
SQj
S3
o
»
L. Foole, the painting. The Bank will oc- slick falls and sticks the ground, throwing This popular and well known waterinpj place, will LAND
Petersburg. Fencing tolerable, improvements
of John 11. Campbell, dee'd., we will offer prove the contents of the said Deed. And, it ap situated 12 miles West of Mt. Jackson, in Slrcn- at public
medium. Will be sola cheap.
cupy the lower floor, our enterprising friends the fowl forward. Repeated efforts to scratch douh
sale, on the premises, on the Lit dai/ of pearing by affidavit tiled, that William C. Smith,
county, Va., will bo open to
No. 83—A new Brick dwelling in the town of
18G8. (if not sold privately before that and Eliza his wife. Dorman L. Smith, Robert H.
J. D. Price & Co., Real Estate Agents, the will cause the chickeu to walk clear out of receive Visitors on the ist of jdne; June,
j
o.
Cc;.y«
Dayton, twostories high, main building fronting
time, of which due notice will bo given,) the Smith, Comfort Smith, Caroline Smith, Charles
on
Warm Springs pike, has two rooms in Base
second, white the third, which has been tho garden.
Coaches will be ready to convey persons from tract of laud on which he fesidod at tho time of Smith, and William Smith, parties iulerepted in
2 2. 2 OS 4; 3
and two upstairs,
has good kitchen and 6 rooms
Mt. Jackson to tho Springs at all times during his death. The farm lies on the North Mountain the proof thereof, are non-residents of the State
handsomely arranged for a Photograph Galu L part lias good garden and ohoice fru t. Thirf
the season, over an excellent graded road. The road, and the road leading from Harrisonburg of Virginia, they are hereby required to attend
a
s
,
n
r.
x
2
new
aud
splendid
house is offered at a very
lery, with splendid side and skylight, is yet The Electioci.
proprl'-'lors pledge themselves to do all they to Rawlev Springs, eight miLs from the former at the time and place above appointed, and do
low figure.
place,
ana
contains
i
can
to
make
visitors
comfortable,
and
their
so'
o
KO
unrcnted. Had we more enterprising men
what
is
Qcccssary
to
protect
their
interest.
No. 84—A farm of 250 acres of Shenandoah
The election for Constable in tho Harrison- journ at Orkney pleasant and satisfactory.
a CUES OF IsJ&JTt*.
Given under my hand, as Commissioner of the
River bottom land, 14 miles east of Harrisonlike the officers of the First National Bank, to burg aud Keezlelown Distri, t look place on
- Board $12 per week, or 40 per month of There4GO
Circuit Court of said County, at my said olfice,
burg
on tbe Simmons Gap road, 150 cleared and
is
about
250
ACRES
in
cultivation,
and
four
weeks.
run up a few more handsome buildings where Saturday last. At H.irrisonburg James Steele
in fl le state of cultivation, well fenced and has'
balance has ou it a line growth of YOUNG the day and year aforesaid.
May 23-3m JAS. M, BRADFORD & CO. the
'G.
S.
LA
TIMER,
Commissioner.
100
acres
of the best timber in the countv. This
TIMBER.
The
improvements
consist
of
they are needed, our towu would be second received 110 votes; A. J. Nicholas 30. At
July 25.—4t
property is conveniently located to Saw and
A
LARGE
BRICK
HOUSE
AND
KITCHEN,
JJOTEL
AND
SALOON
KEEPERS
1
to none in the Valley.
Flour
Mills,
and is one of the best and cheapest
Keezletown, Steele 47 ; Nicholas, 3. Steele's
a largo Bank Barn and Horse Stable, and the ne(ELIGIOUS NOTICEfarms in the county.
THE S E C R E~ EXPOSED'! cessary out-houses, and an Orchard of excellent
majority, 118.
CAMP
MEETING.
No. 85—A splendid Mill property consisting
ImproTcmcut.
fruit. It is well watered with a stream running
A Camp Meeting for Augusta Circuit will be
of 14 acres of best quality of land in'a line state
SAVE 300 FER CENT! 11
through the farm and a line Spring in the yard. held on tne land tf B. F. W. Harlan, commenc
The spirit of improvement has taken pos- Revenue OfHce.
of
improvements. Has a splendid house with 4
The farm lies well, and is in a tine state of culti- ing on FRIDAY, the 24th of AUGUST. The
rooms in main building, kitchen and Jdining
session of Mayor Sibert. Wo notice workI have capital recipes for tho manufacture of' vat ion.
ground is situated on the top of the Ridge, in ^MERICAN HOTEL.
S. R. Sterling, Esq., Collctor of Internal BRANDY,
room,
and good cellar, a good shop on the premIRISH WHISKEY and OLD HOURWe will offer at thosarao time 20 ACRE^ OF Rockfish Gap, about 6 miles from Waynesboro',
men engaged in fitting up a first-rate room Revenue in this District, has rented tho rooms BON. These
ises, suited to Cabinet Making Ac.. Smoke-house,
recipes are not new—no humbug. MOUNTAIN LAND, ou the Sycamore Fork.— 2)4 from Alton, and 12 miles from the mouth ef
MAIN
STREET
HARRISONBURG
VIRGINIA.
Stabling and all necessary out buildings. A
next door to his store room. Mr. F. M. now occupied by the Bank, for an office, and | They are used by all the leading Dealers, and youi It has on it a Sugar Camp.
the Tunnel, on the West aide of the Ridge.
splendid Orchard with best of select fruit.
from them the same article you can easily
Theland will be shown by Chas. S. Thompson,
Convevancos will be in attendance at all of J. P. EFFINGER,
No 86.—A Tract of land containing betwoerf
Flick is engaged on the carpenter work. By will take possession as soon as the Bank is || buy
Proprietor.
make yourself. The Liquors are made by mix- Esq., who resides on tho farm, or bv either of these points for the accommodation of all persons
and 9 acres, adjoining Harrisonburg, beautithe time Mr. Sibert gets bis building thor- removed to their new building, on Main turf—no apparatus required. Buy tho recipesi the Executora.
Having taken this largo and. commodious 8fully
F. M. IRVINE,
desirous of attending tho meeting. Several House,
situated, and most splendid sites for buildwhich has been rearranged and repaired. ing purposes.
for your own use, and save your money. Price
D. R. HOPKINS,
large springs of the nurest water are in the im- 1 am prepared
Au excellent poud of water for
oughly fitted up, and handsomely painted, as Street.
to accomodate the citizens ot stock.
50 cents each, or $1 for the three.
Ex'ors of John H. Campbell, dee'd.
mediate
vicinity
of
tue
grounds.
wo understand ho intends doing, it will bo a
H, A. COLWELL,
Every convenience will be offered to those de- Rockiogham and the traveling Public generalAlso,
10%
acres
of timber land, within l.V£
Aug. 8. —3oi
Allentown, Pa.
sirous of Tinting, while ample accommodations ly, and will guarantee satisfaction to all wl.o miles of Harrisonburg. Some of which are adPOSTPONEMENT,
decided improvement to the business portion Book Out for Him I
will be provided for persona coming from a dis- may stop with me, My beds are cleau and com- mirably adapted to building purposes.
of our town.
N ADDITIONAL SUPPLY OF
Tho "Senior" of the Register is off on a
The sale of the above property has been postpon- tance, by Mr. Harlan, who will have a large j fortable
No 87, —385 acres of land in Greene county,
THOSE SUPER I OR COOK STOVES,» ed
Boarding tent.
!
till the 15th day ot August next.
MY TABLE
Virginia, 100 acres clear, the rest in timber.—
flying trip to the Philadelphia Convention.— Which have given such general suU&factlon.
No
hucksters
will
be
allowed
near
the
ground,
June
G.—ts
EXECUTORS.
best the market can afford, It is good wheat growing land, has upon it a fine
April 4.
SHACKLETT NEWMAN.
C'oanty Court Bay.
and every effort to preserve good order will be Is supplied with the
We presume ha carries a money-belt this
young orchard, and a great variety of other
MY BAR
made.
WM. 11. STRINGER,
Monday next is the day for the sitting of time. We hope to hear from him that the VAN BUSKIRK'S FragrantSozodout. Thurs PUBLIC SALE OF LAND,
fruits. Water is very good. The fields are waHas
the
choicest
Brandies,
Whiskies
and
Wines
July
25th
Preacher
in
charge.
ton's
Tooth
Powders.
For
sale
at
OTT'S
IN ROCKINGHAM.
tered by a creek, which is ofsullicicnt power to
our Countv Court. Wo would suggest to "skies are bright and brighteniug."
Staunton, Harrisonburg, Lexington and Char- to bo had.
Jan* 31.
Drug Stoae.
By virtue of a decree of the Circuit Court of
turn a mill. There are fine indications of copper
those whom we have accommodated with
RocHingham County, rendered at its last May lottesville papers please copy.—Spectator.
MY STABLE
and other minerals on these lands.
1
BROWN'S BRONCHIAL TROCHES. Just Term, in a Chancery suit pending in said Court,
No. 88.—137 acres located 9 miles North of
Is plentifully supplied with Grain and Forage
credit up to this time, that Court-day will be Tkc Tkcspians.
received and for sale at
OTT'S,
in the style of John C. Woodson vs. William QEMETERY LOTS.
Harrisonburg, on the road leading from Harrisand
with
very
attentive
Ostlers.
Give
m©
a
call
Jan. 3L
Drug Store.
a first-rate time to settle up arrears for subSnow,
I
will
sell,
to
the
highest
bidder,
on
the
onburg
to 'lurleytown. Tho improvements are
and
1
will
guarantee
satisfaction.
On Thursday night, the 30lh of August,
] The Woodbine Cemetery Company hare recenta two story weather boarded house and bank
August 8, 1866.—tf
scription, advertising, <&c. What do you the Thespians will appear in the renowned MACHINE OIL—A good article, for sale3 premises,
' ly purchased a handsome addition to their
bum,
araoko
house, wash house, Ac., Ac. HimOn Friday, the ^Ith day of September, 1866, grounds, and they are now ready to sell family TTTINCUESTER NURBERY,
cheap at
think of it, friends 7
nlng water on the Farm. Good rtrctoffrd of seJune 27.
OTT'S Drug Store.
play of "The Lady of Lyons." Prepare for
Kits. To secure the land bargained for. the half W
A TRACT OF 32 ACRES OF LAND,
fruit. 25 acres of most excellent timber.
the purchase money must be paid shortly.— The undersigned desires to call the attention of lected
No. 89.—613^ acres of pure limestone land,'
a grand entertainment.
LINSEED OIL, (country made,) for salee belonging to said William Snow, lying in Rock- of
tbe necessary funds to make this payment, the people of the Upper Viilley to his large and some
Corn Crop In Illghlauu.
slate
inixud, located rtoftr Laeey Sp inj?,—
cheap at
^
ingham County, about 5 miles Northwestof Har- For
Company mast depend upon the citizens who varied assortment of
Dwelling and kitcheriand other* usual outrisonlfurg, adjoining the lards of Peter Burkhol- tho
Juno 27.
OTT'S Drug Store.
Our lawyer friends who have just returned
are interested in securing for our community an FRUIT AND ORNAMENTAL TREES. Lbjr
Manassas Gap Railroad.—A locoraotivs
buildings.
Will b-A sold at a very low figure.
der,
Lewis
Powell,'John
P.
Good,
and
others.—
from Highland, give a glowing account of the and twelve box and freight cabs, belonging lyTUSIC 1 MUSIC 1—Some choice pieces of new7 This is a fine little homo for any perscn, and tho eligible place of burial. If this ground is lost, Having been engaged in tho Nursery business
No. 90. -A small home of 26% Acres of choice
those
who
have
not
lots
in
the
present
Cemetery,
.▼JL
music
can
bo
bad
at
River Land. New frame house. Six acres
land is of good nuallty.
corn prospect of that county. We are glad to this road, came down from Weldon, on the
have no desirable place in which to bury for many years, he feels confident that be can DsyTimbor.
July 27.
;
ESHMAN'S:
Price $1,000.
Tkums.—Oue-liulf of the purchase money to bo will
their dead. Let tLe citizens look to this impor- give entire B.fcisfaetiun to parties purchasing in No.
to bear that our friends over the mountains
91.—A small farm near Parnassus, AugusSeaboard and Roauoke Railroad, to Norfolk,
trees
at
his
Nursery.
tant
matter
at
once.
T
t
R
E
Uf0VUrydU8CriPUOOa,ldO,tbe
0
county, containing 25% Acres of Land. Tho
will have an abundaut supply of corn for on Wednesday last. They had been taken S b«ft Zut v rt
He has paid particular attention to the seleo- ta
St^in'twelvs
Call at the Bank, upon C. C. Stua-ycp. Secree8t f on he montL th?^en^r—aU^wlth^nterimprovements are a good Log House, excellent
Juno 27. '.SHACKLETT A NEWMAN'S.
!' J to
' give
Jaybond
of aale.
Tbe purcbasor
will lor
be tary and Treasurer of tho Company, and see tho tlon of Fruit Trees
juice, and other purposes. We are always to North and South Carolina during tho war,
required
withapproved
security
Ha
n, Corncrib, Hogpen, Ac. There is a fino
handsome pintt of the new grounds.
ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THIS CLIMATE Orchard
aud a good well of water, and water on
GENUINE MASON'S BLACKING can al- the purohas© money.
pleased to hear of good crops of corn.
AND SECTION OF COUNTRY.
August 8, 1866.—3t
and employed there on different roads for the UT ways be found at
ABRAM LAl^AN, Commissioaer.
the farm. Price $1,500.
His stock ot Ornamental Trees is one of tho finest
No.
94.—A
Mill-seat near Broajway Depot on
Aug. 1, 1866.—6b
July S7.
ESHMAN'S.
then
Confederate
Government.
They
ore
_ rpo TAX-PAYERS.
in the State, embracing Rare Trees and Shrub- tbe Manassas Gap Railroad Tills is* one of the
Sale To-Horrow.
THE
BEST
BRANDS
OF
CIGARS,
conbery
of
every
description.
now
on
their
return,
and
will
be
shipped
to
bent
locations
for a Merchant Mill (or Factory,)
Attend the sale of Household and Kitchen
PUBLIC SALE OF
auditor has kindly and generously extended
stantly on.hand at
ESHMAN'S
He invite parties to call and examine I is stock. in the Valley The improvements consist of a
ROCKINGHAM LAND. The
my
time
for
the
payment
of
the
Revenue
until
Tobacco Store.
THOMAS
ALLAN.
Furniture, advertised for sale in another col. this city speedily.—Alex. Oazeile,
good House. largo Stuole and other out-buildBy virtue of a decree ol the Circuit Court of tbe 2lst day of this month, (August,) which
Winchester, Aug. 8.—tf
logf. The Mill was burnt b*- She idan, and was
umn by Wm. H. Ritenour, Esq. The sale
Young and old billy bowlegs Rockimrham County, rendered at its last May gives
myaeii*
and
Deputies
the
opportunity
of
considered one of the best Mills iu tho couuty,—'
The
latest
style
of
ladies'
hats
now
worn,
Term, iu a Chancery suit pending iu said Court meeting you on August Court-day. 1 have used "yALLEY WOOLEN FACTORY.
■SMOKING TOBACCO, mat received at
takes place to-morrow, (Thursday,) at the
Terms easy. Price 4,200.
in the style of Jacob W. Zirkle vs. Cuarlea R. every eli'ort in my power to collect this Revenue
Jnne 13.
ESHMAN'S Tobacco Store.
is
called
the
"butterdish."
They
are
a
cross
No. 95.—500 Acres of fine Land, located 14
Exchange Hotel Building,
Applegate and others, I will sell, to tho highest without the sale of property, and another and the I have constant!}* on hand a VERY SUPERIOR miles
of Harrisonburg, on the Shenandoah
between a snapping turtle and a washpau, LINDSEY'S BLOOD SEARCHER, just re bidder, on the premises,
opportunity is now given you to avoid that LOT OF GOODS, some of which are made of the river north
200 Actes are river bottom land and 301)
cuived and for sale at
necessity,
and
1
earnestly
call
upon
you,
one
and
and
are
becoming
quite
popular.
We
have
finest
Wool
that
grows
in
Vi-ginia,
and
which
G/i
Saturday,
the
Slh
day
of
September,
1860,
Acres
in
excellent
Timber. There are about 100
Entertainment.
July 18.
OTT'S Drug Stpre.
all, who have not yet paid, to make an extraordi- cannot be surpassed by any other manufactory, Acres of prime Meadow
on this place. BuildA TRACT OF 17 ACRES OF LAND,
Remember that the entertainment for the noticed several ladies wearing them, and the
nary effort to do so before or on next Court-day. in regard to
ings
area
good
Log
House, a good Bun, and all
belonging to Charles U. Applegate, and purchas- All that is required is a/i e/fart on your part, and
Best
Dublin
brown
stout,
ju^t
reonly
objection
we
saw
to
them,
was
that
we
necessary
out-buildings.
Fruit of all kinds,
benefit of the Ladies Memorial Association
ed by him of Robert B. Guinea. This tract lies nil will bv) well, aud thereby save the credit of QUALITY, FINISH AND DURABILITY, fencing in good order, audFine
ceived and for sale at
water convenient and
near Dry River, adjoinim? the lands of J. C. the county, as she has never yet failed to meet which I am willing to exchange for Wool, Ac., good. ~ Price 5,250.
July 18.
OTT'S Drug Store.
takes place at Thespian Hall to-morrow had to stoop down to look into the wearer's
Ileltzel, Abram Hnpp's Estate, John Minnick, her Revenue, and I feel confident will not fail ou tbe most reasonable terms. 1 also do
No. 97.—A farm of 113 Acres, on the road
evening. The performances will consist of eyes.—Lynchhury News.
SMOKING TOBACCO—only 25 cents per lb., and others, about nine miles West of Hamscn- this time.
S. R. ALLEBAUG11,
leading from Harrisonburg to Brock's Gap. eight
FULLING AND CAIIDLNG,
burg It has upon it good improvements, and is
cheap for cash at
August 8.—2t
Sheriff.
Music, Charades, Pantomimes, &c.
miles
from tho former place and within two miles
an excellent little tarin of gooa land.
for cash or for trade, on the same terms as other oMIopkins'
July 18.
OTT'S Drugstore.
Gen. Lee is said to bo much bored by in Mill, under a good state of cultivaTeums.—One half of the purchase money to be rpo THE CREDITORS OF
workmen.
A Log House, new Barn, Smoke-house,
vitations from tho proprietors of Northern SNUFF, SWEET SNUFF
paid on the 11th day of October, 1806 ; the resi- 1
Nothing; Lost.
Tow Thread, doubled and twisted, Hard Soap tion.
JUDITH
ANDES,
(COLR'D.)
Spring-house;
first rate Orchard of Fruit, two
For sale at
ESHMAN'S
due in twelve months thereafter—all with inter- You will please present your claims, properly Lard, Butter, and all kinds of Grain taken in ex- never-failing Springs,
fencing good, forty-fivo
A gentleman writes us by this morning's watering places, asking him to spend the
June 13.
Tobacco Store.
est from the day of sale—taking from tho pur- authent cuted, before the Commissioner, Wm. change tor goods.
T.
P.
MATHEWS.
Acres in Timb .'r of excellent quality. This is a
Summer at
their establishments
establishments free
free of
of cost.
mail that we can "put his name on our list to Summer
at their
cost. CHEWING TOBACCO, the best brands aT- chaser Bond with good security for tho purcbaae McK. Wartmann, by the Ist day of September
Valley Factory, ou Cedar Creek,
cheap
farm.
Price
2,800.
money.
JOHN C. W00D80N,
Aug. 1.—tf
'Frederick Co., Vs.
This is
next, in ordei that their amount and priority
ways on hand at
ESHMAN'S
No. 98.— A House and Lot of one aero of lahd,"
make up for the withdrawal of old Terry- This
is aa new
new advertising
advertising dodge.
dodge.
Aug. 1, 1860.—6t
Commissioner.
may be ascertained.
June 13.
Tobacco Store.
near Dayton, (South,) adjoining Dr. Sftger, A
fed (Gen, Terry.) So we have lost nothing
TT^*,
TTT, „ . ,
fTMIANKS.—I
wish
to
tender
my
thanks
to
the
Aug.
8.—3t
S.
R.
ALLEBAUGH,
S.
R.
C.
cottage House, contuinihg 5 rooms, a
The Children
Children'sb Southern
Relief Fair,
for
X citizens of Kockingham for the * ery liberal fine new
MATCHES I MATCAES1—Dia- SITUATION WANTED
by tho General's stopping.
Fair,
for MATCHESI
Stable, Spr ing and Dairy, fine Fruit. This
1 ViaThe
LannfiK aV
^ V>Southern
/Y..
..Relief
1.
...
> 11 ^..1.^
AS TEACHER. -yy ANTED.
encouragement received since I opened the Book- isgood
inond State Parlor Matches—the best in use
the
benefit
of finti
Southern
Orphans,
will
take
a
nice
home, and cheap. Price 1200 cash.
store, and for the interest manifested hy my
to be had at
The undersigned is desirous of obtaining a situNo* 99.—A sainll farm of 80 Acres, within one
place at tho Maryland lusttiuto, Baltimore, — Aug.
ation as Teacher in either a private family The undersigned will at all times purchase FAT friends in its success. I shall endeavor lo keep mile
Wiitcrmviouti.
1.
ESHMAN'S Tobacco Store.
of
Han
isonburg, on tho Turnpike. This
SHEEP AND HOGS. Parties hav such « stock of Books and Stationery as will w. uld make the
Public School. He is prepared to give in CATTLE,
Theeo now iBsuos of "greenbacks," are sel- on the lOt h of September next.
most delightful plac© foracounLTON'S K ATH ARION, at the old established I or
ing such to dispose of will find it to their inter- meet th? wants of our people.
structious
in
the
usual
branches
of
an
English
try
residence,
convenient to schools, churches.
1 ing ou our strocta at from 10 to 60 cents,
est to let me know somethiLg about it.
Drug Store of
July 11.
H. T. WARTMANN.
education. References exchanged. Address,
Ac.
The
land
is
good quality of limestone, an{\
May 23 3m
E. UOYEU.
April. 25.
L. H. OTT.
H. C. LEWIS,
The prospects of the Univcrbity of Viraccording to aizo. They forcibly remind us
PIANOS.—The Pianos I sell ore warranted r- has 12 acres of good oalc timber, the balance unPort
Republic,
Kockingham
county,
Va.
der
cultivati
>n
This is a very desiiahle propin make, style, durability and
of hundred pound bomb-ehella from the camp ginia for tho ensuing session are said to be CONCENTRATED LYE—Just received and
WANTED TO HIRE—A WOMAN who is a tone.be superior
July 2&-6t
SticfTs Pianos have a high and growing erty, and is offered at I lie low price of $55 per
for
sale
at
good
COOK
and
WASHER,
to
whom
libof King Cholera. We're afraid of 'em
very brilliant. At least 400 students are
reputation, aud the very reasonable terms upon acre.
June 27.
OTT'S Drug Store,
FOR SALE—A first-rate one-horse SPRING eral wages will be giveu. Enquire at
No. 100.—A tine home in the pleasant town of
which they are offered, places it in the power of
expected.
WAGON. Terms Cash. Enquire at
July 25.-31
THIS OFFICE.
JUST RECEIVED—Another lot of genuln01
many who could not heretofore alibi d it, to buy Bridgewater. A House two stories high, conJuly
18.
THIS
OFFICE.
The liiiteHt, Style.
Garrett Snuff, just from the manufacturer, a
taining four rooms, dining room and kitchen, a
H. T. WARTMANN,
ALBUMS.—Don't forget that 1 keep constant- one.
ESHMAN'S Tobacco Store.
good Stable and out-housesy good Well of neverThe latest style of Hats for ladies resomblo
July 11.
Agent.
Thomas Swunn, jr., only son of Governor _Aug. 1.
ly on hand a variety of beautiful Photogrunh
/ 10NSTANTLY kept on hand a variety <1
water ut the kitchen dohr, wi ll fencod and
half of a watermelon, scooped out and tied on Swann, of Maryland, died ua^thc Ith inst., A FINE LOT OF SMOKING AND CHEW Lv brands of CHEWING TOBACCO, fiom lo Al mius, and 1 sell them cuenp, as those who ITENKEL'S JUNIPER OIL LINIMENT, for failing
has good pavements, is located in the in ist desihave
seen
them
can
testify.
Call
ut
ING
TOBACCO,
nt
to
75
cents
a
plug,
at
ESHMAN'S
J.
sale
at
rable
part
of tho tawu.* Price" t'Vj'J, iu thrco-'
the lie id with Pink ribbju
aged tbirty-onc.
Aug. 1.
ESHMAN'S Tobacco Storo*
July 11.
'THE BOOKSTORE.
June 13.
Tobacco Store.
Jul} IS.
OTT'S Drug Storo,
payuients.
HARKIHONBURO, VA.

Baltimore and oh to railroad
RR-OPK.VBD.
This GREAT NATIONAL THOROUGH.
FARE i« npain open for
FREIGHTS AXD TRAVEL.
The Cars and Machinory destroyed have boon roplaccd by NEW RUNNING StOUK, with all
recent improvements: and as the Rrulff and
Track ore a join »»i Shintnntial (!nnditiont the
well-earned eepniation oftlila i»jad top
SPEED, SECURITY AND COMFORT,
will be more than rmstnined under the reorganisation of Its bnsieegg.
In addition to thj fhttijaalfed Affrncfiont n/
Jfatnraf Sop cry heretofore conceded to this
route, the recent Trouble* ujion the Harder have
H^soctated iiumorous points on the road, between
the Ohiorirer and Harper'e Forrv, with painful
but instructive interest.
CONNECTIONS
At the Ohio River, with Cleveland and Pitts
burg, Ceutral Ohio, and Marietta and Cincinnati
Railroads, and through them wi h the whole
Railway System of the Northwest, Central West
and Southwest. At Harper's Ferry with the
Winchester road. At Washingson .I unction with
the Washington Rranch for Washington Citv
and the Lower Potomac. At Baltimore with
seven daily trains for Philadelphia and New
York.
TWO DOLLARS additional on Through Tickets to Baltimore or the Northern Cities, give the
privilege of visiting WashihgtonCitv en route.
This is the ONLY ROUTE by which passengers can procure THROUGH TICKETS AND
THROUGH CHECKS TO WASHINGTON.
W. P. SMITH,
Master of Transportation. Baltimore.
L. M. Cor.K. Gen. Ticket Ag't, Baltimore.
March 28, 18G6 —ly
QET THE BEST.
WEBSTER'S UNABRIDGED DICTIONARY.
NEW 1LLUSTKATED EDITION",
ThoroHtfliJif Rev\*ed and Much Enlarged.
OVER 3000 FINE ENGRAVINGS
10,000 WORDS and MEANINGS not found in
other Dictionaries.
Over thirty able American and European seholarc employed upon this revision.
Among the collaborators are Dr. Malm, of Berlin, Professors Porter, Dana, Whituev, Hadley, Lvmnn, Oilman, and Thacher, Captain
Craighill, of
firaigtilil,
ot West
west foint.Military
Point Military Academy,
Judge J. C. Perkins, Professor^ tiles, A. L.
Holley, BIsq., Ac., Ac.
Several tables of great value, one of them offlfty
Quarto pages. Explanatory and Pronouncing
ornnnies in notion, of persons and places,
pseudonyms, Ac., as Abaddon. Acadia, Albany Regency, Mother Gary, Mason and Dixoil's line, Mr. Micawber, Ac. By W. A.
Wheeler.
Containing one-fifth or one-fourth more matter
than any former edition.
From new electrotype plates and the Riverside
press.
IN ONE VOL. OF 1840 ROYAL QUARTO
PAGES.
Published by O. A C. MERRIAM, Springfield,
Massachusetts.
Soi.n by all Booksellers.
July 11, I8GG.—Ct
•y^NcTi ESTER S'rOVE HOUSE7
ABRAHAM NULTON,
Is at his old stand, on Main Street, a few doors
North of the Taylor Hotel, where
all kinus of
COPPER, TIN tfc SHEET-IRON WARE
can be found, together with
COOKING, PARLOR AND CHAMBER
STOVES,
At wholesale and retail prices.
Roofing, Spouting, and all kinds of Job Work
promptly attended to.
Come where you have had your work done
during the war, at moderate prices.
June 6, 18G6.—6m
J^ICHARD L. GRAY,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer in and
MANUFACTURER OF
TOBACCO, SNUFF & CIGARS,
Southwest corner of Water and Market Streets,
near the Market House,
WINCHESTER, Y A.
Jane 6, 1806.—ly
QLD AMERICAN HOTEL,
Corner Market and Water Streets,
WINCHESTER, VA.
The above House has been re-opened, and the
proprietor solicits a share of the public patronage, Stages and Omnibusses will convey passengers to and from the House.
LEVI T- F. GRIM,
May 30, 1866.—ly
Proprietor.
jyjANSION HOUSE HOTEL,
NOIITH-WEST CORNER OF
FA YETTE AND ST. PA UL STREETS,
(Opposite Bamum's City Hotel,)
BALTIMOREi
ISAAC ALBERTSON, - - - - Proprietor,
Terms $1.50 Per Dai-.
Ju!y 25, 1866.—3m
Mc IN TOSH'S
HOWARD HOUSE"
HOWAUD ST., BALTIMORE, UD.,
JOIIX McINTOSH, ... - - - raomiETOB.
■T'— Please give mc a call when ynu visit the
city.
[Oct. II,'65-1,
gTATIONERY, AC.
A full supply of Cup, Note and Letter Pa^er, Euvelopes, Pencils, Slates, Copy Books, Pass. Memorandum and Day Books, Mucilage, ink in 2 oz.
to quart bottles, 41) gross assorted Pens, Bonnet
Boards, Cap Crown an-J Double Crown Wrapping Papers, 20,(101) Paper Pockets, from Ji to 12
pounds, for »ule Wholesale and Retail, by
LLOYD LOOAN,
June C, 18fiG.—3m
Winchester, Va.
^MOKLNU TOBACCO AND CIGARS.
The celebrated Lone Jack, Uncle Boh Lee, Glee
Club, Pure Turkish, Billy Bowlegs, Excelsior,
Grand Turkiso and Elephant Smoking Tobacco,
a large and well assorted stock of Cigars, from
$12 to $100 per thousand. For sale by
LLOYD LOGAN.
June (I, 18(3(1.—3m
Winchostor, Va,
"piPES, MATCHES, AC.
A largo lot of genuine Meerschaum, Briar Root,
Navy, India Rubber, Applewood. China, Poivliatan, Stone and Clay Pipr-s, Cigar and Pipe
Tubes, Cherry Steins, Root and Reed do., PockMatch Boxes, Parlor, Block and Blue Head
Matches, Blacking and Brushes. For sale by
LLOYD LO..A • ,
June O, 1866,—3in
Winchester, Va,
Tyr ancfactureu tobacco.
A large stock of (irareley's Extra Fine, Stonewall, Sweet Orange, Ferguson A Hatcher's Otter
l eak, Hale, Kohinson, Navy lbs., Fine Black
Sweet Tens, with other brands of lower grades
.Manufactured Tobacco. For sale by
lloyd Logan,
■Tnnc 0, 18(36.—3m
Winchester, Va.
J^XUFF AND FINE CUT TOBACCO.
1() Boxes Garrctt's and 4(( Boxes Bonns' Scotch
Snutl. 3 bbla. Rappee, Maecubu and Congress
do., 20 gross Koluee, Heart's Delight, and Honey
Dew Fine Cut Chewing Tohaeeo, For sale by
LLOYD LOOAN.
J une C, 1866.—3m
Winchester, Va.
M, N. BELL A CO.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL DEALERS,
In
FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC DRY GOODS,
Broad Street Second Door below Ninth,
RICHMOND, VA.
William Bell formerly of the firm of Brooks,
Bell A Co., may4 be found ivith the above firm.
MareU 1—ly
An other rot of tiiosecheap snoud
better than ever, just arrived at
July 11.
SPRUVKKL A BOWMAN'S.
IN\01CE RECEIVED, and an extra lot of
cheap goods expected daily, at
Jatjr JL
WPrINKEL a HOWMANfl.
IjNLV STONE—FLY STONE—FLY PAPER,
just received nt
July 18.
OTT'S Dv-ug Stores
OTOVE POLISH, BRITISH DUSTRE Ac.
tJ For sale at
OTT'S.
OTT'S,
Drug Store,
COAL-OIL at $1.0') per Gallon, at
April, >o.
OTT'S Dr
Drug Store*

CONRAD BUILDING,
HARRISONBURO, VA.
Here you will find as cheap, if not the cheapest,
Goods in this market. Only think,
Calicoes from 12}^ to 25 cents,
Best 4 4 Brown C.ition at 30 cents,
Good do., at 20 cents,
Bleached do., t rom 20 to 50 cents,
Rice at 15 cents per pound,
Best Brown mid OniMhed Sugar at 20 cents,
A niagniiicont Rio Cottec at 36 cents,
Tea from $2 to $3 per pound,
Spun Cotton, very low.
In addition to the aoove we have a beautiful assortment of
DRESS GOODS, TRIMMINGS, &C.,
GENTLEMEN'S1 WEAR, BOOTS, SHOES,
HATS AND CAPS.

Fortcard ! tht Order of the day. TO FARMERS, MILL-OWNERS AND

113. J". STJll.IL.XAT'^VTsr
DETERMINED
TO KEEP STEP IN THE MARCH OF
IMPROVEMENT.
New goodsi new goodsii
JUST RECEIVED!
At THE
POST
OFFICE,
HARRISONBURO, VA.
Cnllcoos, CoUons, Flannels, Muslins,
Tweeds. Cagslmoros, Factory Goods,
Table Cloths, Table Covers,
Linen Handkerchiefs, Hoop Skirts,
HATS OF ALL KINDS, BOOTS AND
SHOES OF ALL SIZES,
Axes, Hatchets, Angers, Files. Rasps,
Braces, Locks, Screws. Hinges,
Nails—4. 6. 8, 10 and 12 uonny,
Sugar, Molasses of all kinas,
LADIES' HATS OF VERY LATEST STYLES,
Coffee. Tea. Salt, Soap, Candles,
Lamps, Chimneys, Coal Oil,
And indeed every article to be found in a well
Powder, Shot, Ac.,
selected stock of goods, all of which were purchased with great care, and and at lowest cash
QUEENSWARE OF ALL KINDS,
peices. Come and see for vourselvo*.
Stationery,
April 25, 18G6.
LOCKE A COMPTON.
School Books,
Paper,
JjlREE EXHIBITION I
Envelopes,
Pens and Holders,
COME, EVERYBODY I
Paper Collars,
Ginger,
Having just received a fresh stock of DRY'
Allspice,
GOODS, w« are determined now that we cannot
Cinnamon,
be undersold.
Alum,
We bought our goods principally for cash,
Camphor,
when they were low, and can, therefore, say
Borax,
without fear of contradiction that our goods arc ^
Pain Killer,
as cheap as the cheapest. For example we will Castor Oil,
quote the prices at which we sell the leading arTurpentine,
ticles.
Cod Liver Oil,
Good
lt Brown Sugar at 12^ cents,
Molasses at 60 cents,
GARDEN .SEEDS,
'• Prints from 12 cents up,
Ac., Ac-, Ac.,
" Yard wide Cotton from 20 cents up,
All of which will be sold
And all other goods in proportion. Before you
buy come to our store and price our goods.
CHEAP FOR CASH,
New Pattern of Splendid Summer Dresses.
—OR—
A neat variety of ladies and childreua Balmorals for summer wear.
Exchanged
for
Country Produce
A great supply of all kinds of Shoes, Hats,
Caps and Clothing.
ON AS GOOD TERMS AS AT ANY STORE
LOEWENBACH, M. A A. HELLER.
IN HARRISONBUUG.
a v 23.
May
Near Big Spring.
^
.
^i^Come and see for yourselves.'Yfe^
~~~
I^EW
SPRING CUOiJs.
TV
Jan. 31, 1866.
E. J. SULLIVAN.
Av
]
^yM.
R
POLK.
R. P. I'IsUTCHER&BRO.
iiovpnm.n..
Haveouened
old staud, immediately opthe Court
( at their
Before the great fire at 137 Main Street, at
p
eithe
posite
House, a large and well selected present
.
P®
stock of Spring and Summer Goods, which tney nery. occupying the old stand of Chiles AChewill sell at the very lowest prices for Gash or
No. 173 Broad Street. Corner Gth.
Country Produce.' We will sell
RICHMOND, VA.
Good Brown Sugar at 16 cents per pound!
Desires to inform the Public that he has now
Good Rio Coffee at 35 cents per pound.
on
hand
a
well
selected
stock
of
Coal Ooil at $1 per Gallon,
DRY GOODS AND NOTIONS,
Brown Cotton at 16% to 35 cents per yard,
Calicoes at 17 and 26 cents per yard.
which was bought principally since the great
And all other articles at equally low prices. We I decline in goods and at panic prices, that he will
respectfully invite our friends and all who wish I sell goods at such small prcfits as deservedly to
to purchase goo-^s at low prices, to call and ex- be called
amine our stock before purchasing elsewhere.
THE CHEAP STORE OF RICHMOND
R. P. FLETCHER & BUG.
Good Calicoes, 12% cts. per yard.
April 25, 1866.
De Luins, 15 to 25 cts per > ai d.
HELLER & SOX.
Bleached Shirting, 12%, 18% A 25 cts
MAIN STREET,
Good Brown Shirting, only 16% cts.
OPPOSITE THE COURT HOUSE, HARRI- and hundreds of other needed articles at panic
SONBURO, VA.
Keeps constantly on hand a full and complete priOve.
Orders carefully filled if accompanied with the
stock of
money.
DRY GOODS,
»>o not forget the place.
No. 173 Broad St., Corner of 6th Street,
GROCERIES,
Richmond, Va.
HARDWARE,
W. R. POLK.
QUEENSWARE,
N. B.—Having effected a business arrange&o., &c. ment with W. R. Polk, I would he glad to fee all
to which they respectfully invite the attention ray old friends and customers at the old Su.Dd.
of the public,' confident that they can please those
I. O. CHILES,
who wish to purchase, as well in style and qmllate Chiles A Ghent ry.
ity of goods, as in price. Having purchased
J. L. Cox, of Nottoway Co.
their entire stock in New York and Phildelphia,
H. T. Milll r, of Amelia Co.
a , .
almost exclusively for cash They are enabled
E. B. Lyons of Petersburg.
Salesmen.
to sell at prices which must defy competition.
C. M. Smoot, of Caroline Co.
All kinds of country produce tpken it the hichMarch 7. 1865.
est rates in exchange for goods,
f Oct 18 tt;'
JOHN SCANLON,
J^EW AND CHEAP GOODS.
DEALER IS
Foreign and Domestic Liquors,
SUACKLETT & NEWMAN,
HARRISONBURO, VA.,
Are receiving
WOULD rcspectfuly inform his old friends
A SELECT AND DESIRABLE
and the public generally that he has now
STOCK OF MERCHANDISE, on hand and intends keeping a large assortment
of Foreign and Domestic Wines and Liquors,
Which has boon purchased in Philadelphia and consisting of
Baltimore Markets at the lowest cash
FRENCH BRANDY,
prices, and which they otfer to
HOLLAND GIN,
their customers on the
PORT WINES,
most liberal terms.
MADEIRA WINES.
Calicoes at
cents up to the finest grade,,
MALAGA WINKS,
Bleached C tton Irotn 20 to 40 cents,
SHERRY WINES,
Brown Cotton, 4-4 very best, at 35 cents,
CLARET WINES,
"
"
common at 25 cents.
JAMAICA SPIRITS,
April 4.
SUACKLETT A NEWMAN.
DOMESTIC BRANDY,
NEW ENGLAND RUM,
J^EW BAKERY AND CONFECTIONERY
PURE BOURBON WHISKY,
PURE OLD RYE WHISKY,
P. WRIGHT & SON.,
MONONGAHEI.A WHISKY,
SCOTCH WHISKY,
Public Square, next door to D. M. Switzer's, IRISH
WHISKY.
From his long experience in the business, he
HARRISONBURO, VA
feel- confident that he can give full satisfaction
We have opened, in the house formerly occu- to all who may favor him with th ir custom.
pied by Dr: Gordon, a Bakery and Confectionery
All orders, both ft om home and abroad,
promptestablishment, where can be found
ly attended to.
[O01- 11-tf
FRESH BREAD, RUSKS. CAKES, CANCW. BOYD,
DIES, PRUNES, ORANGES, RAI•
AGENT FOR DR. 8. A. COFFMAN,
SINS, FIGS. NUTS OP EVERY DES'KIPflON,
ETC.
Weddings and Parties can be furnished at
short no.ice with as fine Cakes as they may de- roREiajr jg.irn ROSIESTEC
l. »quoits,
sire, on reasonable terms.
Parties in town can at all times be supplied
with FRESH BREAD AND ROLLS, which we "Law Building," one door North of Hill's Hotel,
will ensure to give entire satisfaction.
MAIN STREET, HARRISONBURO, VA.,
With a desire to accommodate and please the
public, wo respectfully solicit a share of their
Keepe constantly on hand
patronage.
May 23-tf
P. WRIGHT A SON.
THE FINEST BRANDS OF OLD RYE AND BOURBON WHISKIES, BRANDIES, WINES,
GIN, RUM, AC., AC.
j^"EVV BANKING HOUSE!
With a vaiied assortment of the different kinds of
IN HARRISONBURO, VA.,
CIGARS,
I am now engaged in the Banking Business
at my Store near the Big Spring , in Harrison- London Brown Stout, Scotch and English Ales,
burg.
Salad Oils, Sardines, Can Fruits,
I WILL BUY VIRGINIA AND SOUTHERN
Pickles, Jellies,
and
many
other things too tedious to mention—
BANK NOTES,
all
sold
at
the
lowest
cash prices. Give me a
For which I will pay the highest market price. call. Satisfaction guaranteed.
May 16.—tf
C. W. BOYD.
I ALSO BUY AND SELL GOLD AND SILVER
I am prepared to loan money, on good nego- JQIXIE HOUSE.
tiable Papers. Persons having Coin, or Bank
Papers to sell and those who wish to buy, will
In Masonic Building, Main Street,
find it to their interest to call on me.
Feb. 21.
JONAS A. LOEWENBACH.
HARRISONBURO, VA.
qrliE GREAT WAR CONTINUES.
BRANDIES, WINES. GINS AND OLD RYE
HIGH PRICES RETREATING.
WHISKIES,
Of choicest brands. Parties in want of PURE
LEWIN, OF McOAHEYSVILLE, MARSHAL LIQUORS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES, will
find it to their interest to call and examine before
INO HIS FORCES
purchasing elsewhere.
A. J. WALL. Proprietor,
FOR ANOTHER FLANK MOVEMENT.
jyEW DRUG STORE!
NO QUARTER ASKED OR GIVEN.
Main Street, nearly oprosite the American HoGood Brown Sugar at 15 cents per pound, or 1
tel, llarrisonburg, Va.
pound of Sugar for I dozen Eggs,
Good yard wide Cotton at 25 cents per yard.
DRS. GORDON & WILLIAMS,
Best Calicoes at 25 cents per yard,
Mens' Shots from $1.25 to $1.50,
APOTECARIES
& DRUGGISTS,
Ladies' Shoes at $L0(), Ladies' Gaiters nt $2.00,
And every thing else as cheap as the cheapest.
Invite special attention to their stock of
July 18.
WM. F. LEWIN.
DRUGS,
DRODDCB wanted,
MEDICINES,
1
BRING IT ALONG.
CHEMICALS,
| I will pay 20 cents for Butter, 15 cents for Eggs,
20 cents for Lard, 50 to 55 cents for good washed
FANCY ARTICLES, SOAPS, PERFUWool, and the highest prices for airother kinds
MERY, Ac. Ac.,
of Produce.
WM. F. LEWIN.
which were bought at lowest prices, and to
McUubei svillc, Va., July 18.
which they are constantly adding, and which
are offered at the lowest prices for cash. Our
WIRE RAILINGstock is all fresh, and selected with care, and
AND
comprises the best articles.
and others are respectfully invited
ORNAMENTAL WIRE WORKS. to Physicians
call upon us, and we will do our utmost to give
satisfaction to all.
DFFVH H CO.,
Wo have associated with us in the estublish.36
How Aim Sr., BALTiyoitB,
a competent and experienced Druggist, Mr.
Manufacture Wire Hailing for Cemeteries, Bal- rocut
H.
B. BARE, recently from Baltimore, and phyconies, Ac., Sieves, Fenders, Bird Cages, Sand sicians
may rely upon it that prescriptions put
and Coal Screens, Woven Wire, Ac. Also, Iron a.p by him
will be exactly right.
Bedsteads, Chairs, Ac.
A share of public patronage respectfully soliMarch 14, 186U—ly
JOSEPH T. WILLIAMS,
BARBEU AM) HAIR-DRESSER,
Public Square,
IIARR1SOKBUHG. VA..
Is prepared to accommodate gentlemen requiring
his services, at reasonable rates.
SHAVING, UAIU-DHESSINU AND SIIAMPOON INO,
done In a workmaulike manner. Sutisfacticn
guaranteed.
[Oct. 11, 1865-tf
q>Qn A MONTH I—Agents wanted for tie anVp^yyj tirch/ ueic nrtialee, Just out. Address O.
'1. Garey, City Building, Biddieford, Me.
March 14 ly
rpdEHMOMETERS—a good and cheap article
X for sale at
Jllly H.
OTT'S Drug Store.
JJIAMOND CEMENT and Bpalding's PrepaU Glue, at
July 1«.
OTT'S Drug Store.
HOLLOWAY'S WORM CANDY, ut
April 25.
OIT'S Drugstore.

Iii. OTT,
J.
DRUGGIST,
MAIN ST., HAURISONBUKO, VA.,
Respectfully informs his friends and the public
generally, that he has received a new and lull
stock of
Urugs,
Jliedicines,
Chemicals,
1
JPaints, Oils,
j
MEyc-Stulfs,
h'c*
fife*
be*
He is prepared to furnish Physicians and others
with anv articles iu his line at as reasonable rates
as any other establishment in the Valley.
Special attention paid to the compounding of
Physicians' Prescriptions.
Oct. 25, 1865.-ly
A FINE LOT OF SAILOR'S HATS, lor Ladies and Misses, at prices that will netonish
the natives, sit
July 11.
S PRINK EL & BOWMAN'S,

,
„
1866.

OTHERS I
JHTar.

1866.

THE IIARUISONBURf.
IRON FOUNDRY
IS NOW IN
FULL AND SUCCESSFUL OPERATION
P. BHADLEY & CO.,
A RE prepared to furnish, at short notice, and
m ns to rice 11 ncl
niu'i"tr.'
''i DESCRIPTION,
P
time,
CASILNGS OF EVEkV
umially made at Iron Found ies, of their own manufacture.
'
PLOWS! PLOWS!!
Wo have constantlv nn band the well and favnrabU known "BiiAniKY Plows" of several
dinercnt sizes, for two and three horses, which
we will sell for
Cash, Country Produce, or on Time to
responsible customers,
at as reasonable prices as they can he purchased
in this Mate or elsewhere.
MILL-GEARING!
Weesrcciallv invite the attention of Mill owners to our stoek of Patterns for Mill Gearing,
which we will furnish
AS PROMPTLY AND ON AS GOOD TERMS
as any other Foundry in the Valley.
Iroxx Oa,s11 xxss
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION!
Havinp a general assortment of Patterns, wo are
prepared to do JOBBING WORK of all kinds
promptly, and on the "live and lot live" prlnoiP
F
r o.
,
- BRADLEY A CO.
Jan.
24, 1866.-ly
PRACTICAL MACHINIST.

ISAAC PAUL &. SONS,
COHNEEOF OXRUAN AMD WalT UARKIT RTREETE,
llarrisonburg. Pa.,
OFFER for ««lc, on accommodatingtermr, and
ask an examination of their atock of
IVew Ciroodw.
50 pieces best Prints,
50 pieces best Delaines, Armours and Silks,
1(100 yds- best Brown Cottons,
10 pieces Blenched Cotton,
100 Bundles Cotton Yarn,
Cloths, Cassimeres, Ac.
n.inn
In great varioty.
ftr/EEjrs tc.iiti:,
Of,PI kinds.
DOOTS *1.1'D SHOES,
500 pairs, asserted, for men women and children
ItE*tIIP-.Tf.lnE CLOTHtJFG
A very large arsortmontof the very best, for men
and boys. A superior lot of
LADIES' CLOAKS,
Hoop Skirts, Combs, Hats, Hoods, Gloves, and
all articles usually kept In stores in this section
of country.
GnOCERIES, DPE-STVFFS,
1000 lbs. Sugar, Brown, Crushed aud Granulaiatad.
1000 lbs. oeat Rio Coffeo,
Molaaaos, Soda,
Teas, black and green,
Cloven. Cinnamon, Allspice, Popper, Ginger,
Oils, Nails, Fish,
100 Sacks best Fine Salt,
90« HATS AJt'D CAPS,
For men and boys.
SCHOOL BOOHS,
A full assortment of School and Blank Books,
Photograph Albums, Cup, Letter, and Note Paper. They buy all kinds of
COUNTRY PRODUCE
At the bigbestlprices.
RECEIVE

J. G. SFRENKEL,
I*ItjtCTIC.tC .71.1 CDIJCMST.
HARRISONBURO VA.
Would inform the public generally that be lias
removed hia Shop to the old chair-making shop,
formet ly occupied by N. Sprenkel A Brothers,
nt
the upper
end ofonMain
Street, andallisitsnow
enFORWARD
gaged
in carrying
hisbusinessin
branches. He pays special attention to putting up all
All kinds of
kinds ofiron work for Mills, and would call parPRODUCE,
ticular attention to bis make )f
CIRCULAR SAW-MILLS,
MERCHANDISE,
which can be had upon as good terms as they can
be had anywhere elao. He is also ready to reAC., AC., AC.
pair, promptly and well, all kinds of ma'chinerv.
3
March 7, 1866,
WE ARE AGENTS FOB THE
Grim-visaged war"
~
HAS SMOOTHED HIS WRINKLED FRONT I
x>. TL,. JPOOI^,
HOUSE, SIGN AND ORNAMENTAL
PAINTER!
Respectfully informs the citizens of Harrisonburg and vicinity that he is prepared to perform
in a workmanlike manner, ail contracts which
may bo given him in his profession. His work
is the only recommendation he desires. lie solicits a share of the public patronnire of anv
HOUSE PAPERING OR GLAZING, feeling
confident that he can and will give entire satisfaction. Cash is no particular object, as he is
wiHmg for "grim visaged war" to "smooth his
wrinkled front" to an additi nal degree of amia.
bility before our citizens can pay all cash.
.^ar-Room over Isaac Paul A tlons Store.
May 30, 1866.—tf
Established isss.
PIANOS 1 PIANOS I
C H A S . M . S T1 E F F ,
UANUFACTUnER OV
GR^MJFD N «Ql/wlRJE FLt.FOS.
Factory 84 and 86 Caraden Street, near Howard.
Warerooms, 7 N. Liberty, above Baltimore St.,
BALTIMORE, MD.,
Has constantly oh bend a large assortment o
Piauos of his own make, with full iron frame and
overstrung. Evrry fHslrumenl tear, anlea/or Jive
years, with the privilege of exchangiug within
12 months if not entirely satisfactory to the purchaser. Second-hnnd Pianos at prices from Fifty to three hundred dollars.
Also, MELDDEONS AND PARLOR ORGANS, from the best makers.
Parties wishing to purchase are referred to
Prof. Ettinger. Prof. A. J. Turner, Prof. W. C.
Graham, and J. C. Oowell, of Va. Institute for
the Deaf, Dumb and Hlind , Rev. B. H. Philips,
of Va. Female Institute: and J. W. Alby, of
Staunton ; Gen. R. E. Lee, Lexington.
For prices and further particulars apply to M.
H. E(finger, Esq., Agent for Bockingfiam.
Deo. 6, 1865.-tf
QOLD MEDAL PIANOS!
OTTO WILKENS,
NO. 487 BALTIMORE STREET NEAR PINE, BALTIMORE MD.
Has on band a large assortment of his own
make of
PIANOS,
which in regard to Tone, and Durability, are
equal, if not better
THAN ANY INSTRUMENT IN THIS COUNTRY. His instruments are warranted for five
years. Persons wishing a Piano that will
GIVE ENTIRE SATISFACTION,
will do well to give him a call before purchasing
elsewhere. His prices are very low.
Oct. 11, 1865-tf
CLARY BROTHERS'
FHOTO GtljfFMM GjiLLER \'I
RE- O P E N E D.
WE would respectfully inform the citizens of
llarrisonburg, and of Hockingham county
generally, that we nave re-opened our
ELEGANT SKY-LIGHT PICTURE GALLERY
in the building occupied by us before the war.
Having improved our rooms with comforts and
conveniences, and having secured the best and
largest stock of all kinds of material for the business, we are orepared to copy the "human lace
divine," either by
PHOTOGRAPH,
AMBliOTYPE,
OR MELAINEOTYPE,
in the highest style of the art, and with all the
latest improvements. Being determined to maintain our reputation for the best pictures, we respectfully solicit a call from friends and patrons
old and new.
Prices as moderate as formerly, and satisfaction guaranteed to those who patronize us.
Room next building to SbackleU & Newman's
store, Public square, Harrisonbug, Vn.
Oct. 11, 1865-ly
CLARY BROTHERS.
~'N. H. RITENOUR,
WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER,
HARRISONBURO, VA.,
HAS just received a large and well-selected
stock of
WATCUIES, JEWELRY.
Silver and Plated Ware,
GOLD, SILVER AND STEEL SPECTACLES,
Which he offers to the public lower than they can
he bought elsewhere, for cash or Comi/ry "Produce. He will also take
ALL KINDS OF COUNTRY PRODUCE,
At the highest inaiket prices, for Watch work,
or in payment of any ('.ebts due him.
WAlCH WORK done in the best manner, and
WARRANTED for twelve months.
Oct. 25, 1865.-ly
ATTENTION!
LOOK TO YOUR INTERESTS I
JNO. C. MORRISON,
Coach ~ Jflaker and Repairer I
HARRISONBURO, VA.,
Is prepared to do every description of work in his
line as cheap as it can be done by any one else.
Having a splendid stock of matcriul for new
work or repairing, he can accommodate all who
mav favor him with their patronage.
Country I roduce taken in exchange for work.
Thank!ul fov past favors, he solicits a continuance of he same.
Shop at the old stand, nearly opposite the M.
E. Church.
[Oct. I8-3m
Doctor s. a. chevalier's Life for the
Hair, au excellent preparation, for sale at
June 27.
OTT'S Drug Store.
t">OCO CREAM, or Creole Hair Gloss, for sale
' cheap at
June 27.
OTT'S Drug Store.
DR. SAN FORD'S LIVER INVIGORATOTI,
just received, uud for sale at
JuD
e 27.
OTT'S Drug Store.
HAIR DYESl HAIR DYES !—For sale at ~
June 27.
OTT'S Drug Store.
HOOFLAND'S German Bitters, at
April 25.
OTT'S Drug Store.
G11 HhRV TEA—an excellent article, for sale at
Ju y 18.
OTT'S Drug Store.

Pitt Thresliing-Macltinc
Which is the Best, nnd takes the lead. It is
without a rival for Strength, Durability and E'egauce. In operation it is vastly superior, and is
the Fastest Combined Thresher aud Cleaner in
the world 1
Sizes—24 inch, 23 inch, 32 inch, and 36 inch
Cylinder.
THE TITTS' PATENT DOUBLE-PINION HORSEPOWER,
All know to be the best for working the Pitta
Ihresher. For four, eight and ten horses. No
other power can compete with this.
Castings and Parts of these machines constantly on hand.
We have also been appointed Agents for
Bickford & Huffman's Grain Drill,
Hubbard's Reaper and Mower,
I-ir.'.Oll's Corn M?.-.! Mil! &■ Corn Chopper,
Spring-Tooth Rakes, Whest Fans,
Page's Reaper and Mower combined,
Corn Shellors, Straw and Fodder Gutters.
^Sfc-Ordera for these useful articles left with
us early will receive attention.
Deo. 20, '65.-ly ISAAC PAUL h SONS.
j^EW ARRIVAL !
JUST RECEIVED AT
Ac Oo's
American Hotel Building, Main Street, Barrisonburg, Va.,
A LARGE ASSORTMENT OP
Spring and Summer Clothing,
To which we call the attention of citinona and
Country Merchants. As we
MANUFACTURE ALL OUR CLOTHINQ,
We feel assured that we can sell to Country Merchants as cheap as any house in the cities. To
the commuuity iu general we would say that our
motto is "Quick soles and small profits." All we
ask is a call before buying elsewhere. Our stock
consists entirely of
GENTS' FURNISHING GOODS,
FINE CLOTH SUITS—fine enough for any man
to be married in, to the best looking lady in
the country.
ALL WOOL CASSIMEUE SUITS, from $12 to
$40.
UNDERSHIRTS AND DRAWERS of every description.
FINE WOOLEN OVER SHIRTS—every style.
VERY FINE LINEN DRESS SHIRTS, from
$1 to $4.
PAPER COLLARS—15,000 boxes, at various
prices.
BOOTS AND SHOES,
Trunks, Valises, Carpet Sacks, Overalls, Necaties, Gloves, Socks, Blouses.Suspenders,
HATS AND CAPS,
handkerchiefs, Ac,
We still promise to sell
TWENTY-FIVE PER CENT. CHEAPER
THAN ANY OTHER STORE
IN TOWN.
AU we ask of you is a call, and we feel assured
that we can sell to you, if^you want to buy.
As money is still scarce in the country, we propose to take Country Produce in exchange for
goods, such as Flour, Wheat, Corn, Bve, Bacon,
Ac. Remember the place, American Hotel Building, Rarrisonburg, Va.
March 28.
HEIMIN A CO.
jyj"ABQCIS A KELLY'S
VALLEi"

MARBLE

WORKS!

AT HARBISON
BURG,
STAUNTON,
LEXINGTON
CHARLOTTES VILLE.
OUR shop at Uarrisonburg is now open, and
nartioj needing anything in our line cau be
supplied.
Shop opposite American Hotel, Main Street,
Uarrisonburg, Va.
[Oct. 18,1865-tf
JfURNITURE I
G. 13. GLOWER & CO.
Are now prepared to fill orders for any kind of
MMOUSEEMOEO EUitjrMTUIlE
promptlv, and on as good terms as they can be
procured in this country. Terms, cash or countrv produce.
We promise strict attention to orders lor work
in our line.
COFFINS
made to order, and Hearse furnished when desired.
ROOMS, East side of Maine street, thr o
doors Aorth of Lutheran Church,
April 18
AyeFs Sarsaparilla.

The peculiar taint at
infection Which wj
call Scrofula lurM
in the constitutions ot
multitudes of men. It
poltagl
either produces or id
produced by an enfeebled, vitiated state
of the blood, whereiii
that fluid becomes incompetent to sustain
the vital forces in their
vigorous action, and
leaves the system td
GREAT DESTRUCTION OF RATS I
~
"" fall into disorder and
It is paste, and used on bread*
decay. The scrofulous contamination is vaEvery box warranted a dead shot.
riously caused by mercurial disease, low
No one can risk anything in trying it.
living, disordered digestion from unhealthy
As it will desroy alt your
food, impure air, fllth and filthy habits,
RATS, ROACHES, MICE AND ANTS.
the depressing vices, and, above all, by
Or you can have your money refunded.
the venereal infection. Whatever be its
origin, it is hereditary in the constitution,
Bed-Bug Exterminator t
descending "from parents to children unto
It is a Liquid, and used with a brush.
the third and fourth generation;" indeed, it
Every battle warranted a dead shot,
seems to be the rod of Him who says, " I will
In all cases, or the money refunded.
the iniquities of the fathers upon their
Try them and be convinced of their superiority visit
children." The diseases it originates take
over all others.
To bo had ot'L. H. OTT, Wholesale and Retail various names, according to the organs it
Agent, llarrisonburg, Va., and suld by Country attacks. In the lungs, Scrofula produces
tubercles, and finally Consumption; in the
Dealers generally.
[Not 29-6m
glands, swellings which suppurate and become ulcerous sores; in the stomach and
FARMERS AND DISTILLERS READ!
bowels, derangements which produce indiSAVE YOUR HOBS FROM CHOLERA BY gestion, dyspepsia, and liver complaints; on
the skin, eruptive and cutaneous affections.
THE USE OP
These, all having the same origin, require the
same remedy, viz., purification and invigoration of the blood. Purify the blood, and
STONEBRAKER'S
these dangerous distempers leave you. With
feeble, foul, or corrupted blood, you cannot
hnve health; with that "life of the flesh"
healthy, you cannot have scrofulous disease.
Ayer's Sarsaparilla
is compounded from the most effectual antidotes that medical science has discovered for
this afflicting distemper, and for the cure of
the disorders it entails. That it Is far superior to any other remedy yet devised, is
known by all who have given it a trial. That
it does combine virtues truly extraordinary
in their effect upon this class of complaints,
is indispntably proven by the great multitude
of publicly known and remarkable cures it
has made of the following diseases; Sing's
Evil, or Glandular Swellings, Tumors,
Eruptions, Pimples, Blotches and Sores,
POWDERS
Erysipelas, Rose or St. Anthony's Fire,
Salt Rheum, Sjald Head, Coughs from
A SAFE, SURE AND SPEEDY CURE FOR tuberculous deposits in the lungs, Whits
Cough8; Colds, Distemper, Heaves, Hidebound, Costiveness. Worms, Ac. in Horses, Loss Swellings, Debility, Dropsy, Neuralgia,
of Cud and Black Tongue, Ac. in Cattle, and also Dyspepsia or Indigestion, Syphilis and
a sure preventative of Hog Cholera.
Syphilitic Infections, Uercurial Diseases,
BE SURE TO ASK FOR STONEBRAKER'S HORSE Female
Weaknesses, and, indeed, the whotet
AND CATTLE POWDERS,
As they arc superior to all others now in use, be- series of complaints that arise from impurity
ing a most powerful Tonic, by which the animal's of the blood. Minute reports of individual
blood and system are cleansed, and preventing cases may be found in Ayeb's American
all diseases incident to Horses, Hogs and Cattle.
Almanac, which is furnished to the druggists
They are becoming the most popular remedy for gratuitous distribution, wherein may be
now ofi'ercd to the public. No powders ever learned the directions for its use, and some
sold has given such universal satisfaction and of the remarkable cures which it has made
acquired so great celebrity in the same time. As when all other remedies had failed to afford
an evidence of their superiority over all others.
The proprietor warrants them as such, or the relief. Those cases are purposely taken
from all sections of the country, in order
monev refunded. Only try them and be convin
ced of their great qualities.
that every reader may have access to some
Price 26 cents a Package, or five packages for one who can speak to him of its benefits from
one dollar.
experience. Scrofula depresses the
To be had of L. H. OTT, Wholesale and Re- personal
energies, and thus leaves its victims far
tai' Agent, Harrisonburg, Va., and sold by vital
more subject to disease and its fatal results
Country Dealers generally.
than are healthy constitutions. Hence it
Nov.*29.—6m
tends to shorten, and does greatly shorten,
the average duration of human life. The
REMINGTON & SONS,
vast importance of these considerations has
led us to spend years in perfecting a remedy
which is adequate to its cure. This we now
offer to the public under the name of Ayeb's
Sarsaparilla, although it is composed of
ingredients, some of which exceed the best
MAXUPACTURXRS OF
of Sartaparilla in alterative power. By its
BEVOLYERS, RIFLES, MUS- aid you may protect yourself from the suffering
and danger of these disorders. Furge
KETS AND CARBINES,
out the foul corruptions that rot nnd fester
For the United States Service. Also,
the blood, purge out the causes of disease,
Pocket and Belt Revolvers, Repeating Pistols in
and vigorous health will follow. By its pecaRifle Canes, Revolving Rifles, Rifio and
iiar virtues this remedy stimulates the vital
Shot Gun Barrels, and Gun Materials,
fiinctions, and thus expels the distemper*
sold bv Guq Dealers and Trade genwhich lurk within the system or burst out
erally.
In these ^ays of UousebVeaking and Robbery, on any part of it.
every House, Store, Bank and Olliceshould have
We know the public have been deceived
one of
by many compounds of Sarsaparilla, that
REMINGTON'S REVOLVERS.
promised much and did nothing; but they
Parties desiring to avail themselves of the late will neither be deceived nor disappointed in
improvements iu Pistols, and superior workman- I this. Its virtues have been proven by abunship and form, will find all combined in the New dant trial, and there remains no question of
Remington Revolvers.
surpassing excellence for the cure of the
Circulars containing cuts and descri .th n 'I its
afflicting diseases it is intended to reach.
our Arms will be furn-shed upon application.
Although under the same name, it is a very
E. REMINGTON & SONS, Ilion, N i
different medicine from any other which has
Moohe A Nichols Agents
been before the people, and is far mora efMay 23
No. 40 Courtland St., N •
fectual than any other which has ever been
available to them.

BILLIARD SALOON
AND RESTAURANT.
WM. WjESCHE,

Proprierop.

necessary appurtenances at the Saloon opposite
the American Hotel (upstairs.)
OYSTERS!
Parties wishing to indulge in these delicious
bivalves will find them at all times in season, singing epicurean melodies o'er departing epirite at
mjr saloon.
The choichest Liquors to be had at the Bar.
Jan. 24,
Amalgam bllls,
AMALGAM BELLS.
AMALGAM BELLS,
For Churches, Schools, I'lantations, Farms,
Factories, Ac.
TEE ORIQINAL AND BEST CHEAP BELL
EVER MANUFACTURED.
Their use throughout the United States. Canada, Mexico and South America for the past ten
years has proven them to combine most valuable
qualities, amongwhich are TONE, SONOROUSNESS and DURABILITY OF VIBRATION.
LUt of Belle altoaue on hand, with parBEI.LS. j ttculara a. to IVeiyAt, Size, Price
BELLS
of Belle, Manginge, Ac.

CHERRY PECTORAL,
The World's Great Bemedy for
Coughs, Colds, Incipient Consumption, and for the relief
of Consumptive patients
in advanced stages
of the disease.
This has been so long used nnd so universally known, that we need do no more
than assure the public that its quality is kept
up to the best it ever has been, and that it
n.ay be relied on to do all it has ever done.
Prepared by
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.,
Practical and Analytical Chemists,
Lowell, Mass.
Sold by all druggists every where.
L. H. OTT, Druggist,
March 21—ly
Harrisonburg, Va.
READ ONE! READ ALL!
A GREAT DISCOVERY
MADX IN

DYSPEPSIA BITTERS
AND

LIVER INVIG0RAT0R.
Will Care Ail Cases of
I
NERVOUS DEBILITY,
j
And Diseases Originating from a ^
DISEASED LIVER and STOMACH
By the use of from one to three bottles the most
obstinate cases of
Dvspopsia, Liver Complaint, Bilious Attacks, Siok
Headache, Sour Stomach, Flatulency, Dropsy,
Loss of Appetite, Coativeness, Jaundice, \
Cholera Morbus, Female Weakness and
Irregularities, Nervous Affection
wi
and General Debility,
. .
caused by exposure, imprudence,
or otherwise, Diseases of the Skin, such M 1
~ V> -I
—TO H
(0
Ulcera, Scrofula, Dull Pain in the Head, Yellowness of the Skin, Dimness of Vision, Constant
^ ^ O I ?i§3
B-S w Imaginings of Kvil and great Depression of Spirits,
ARE ALL SPEEDILY CURED.
>
This being an entire vegetable compound is
50 lbs.
16
in
60
$
6
50
$
ranted a safe and effectual remedy not only for Dyi75 it 18
00 7 00
peusia and Liver Complaint, but for all other diseased
no itit 30
50 10 00
arising from a disorganized or a diseased Btomach^
150 it 22
1 50 12 50
or impurity of blood.
200
24
00
13
00
As a blood purifier and tonic or general appetizer,
225 ItIt 26
1 25 U 75
these bitters nave no equal, and should be used iq(
300 It 39
i 00 18 00
every family, as disease cannot exist where they are
400 II 32
I 00 25 00
used. They are also warranted a perfect safeguard
600 II 34
, 00 25 00
against Fever and Ague. Ladies desiring a clear
600
36
I
00
30
00
complexion and good health should not fail to use
800 UII 40
) 00 35 00
them. They are particularly recommended to
1000 It 46
) 00 40 00
those who are sufl'oring under Debility and Depree1200 II 48
) 00 45 00
sion of Spirits, their soothing and renovating poweri
1400 It 50
) 00: 50 00
being particularly adapted to all such cases.
1600 II 52
I 00 55 00
PRI0E $1.00 PEE BOTTLE.
1800 II BS
I 00 60 00
>2000
) 00 65 00 .
B8
Sold by L. H. OTT, Harrisonburg, and counFNov 22.-6m
LARGER CSIZES MADE TO ORDER AT 25 try dealers generally.
CENTS PER POUND.
$1,500 0
(T UARANTEE.
Ll>
Machines,
new kinds.-.
tv . $20 Hewing
.
.. i tin... Three
/^nlv inaiMiirtM
nnlrl
AU Bells sold at the above prices Warraxtkd
against breakage by fair ringing, for Twelve licensed by Howe, Wheeler dr rruson, vrovtr K
months from time of purchasing. Should one
fail, a new one will be given, br returui: g tho Baker, sinoer A Co., and Bachelor. All other
cheap machines are isfrsnyemenle and the eeller
broken one.
or user are lialde to arrest, fine aud imprieonment.
.ithe^nWarrantee,
wa3e a
after Price
the expiration
of Illustrated circulars Beat free. Address, or call
1 allow Hals
for the old
upon Shaw A Clark, Biddeford, Maine, or Chimetal.
Illinois.
Bronze Bells always on band if parties pre- cago,
March 14-ly
fer, and at lower prices than can be found elsewhere.
L- & M. WISEi
Town and Cudrcu Clocks supplied on the
most reasonable terms.
MNNUFA0TUBEE8 AND
Send for a circular to the manufacturer.
JOHN U ROBINSON.
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
July 4.—tf
38 Dey Street, New York.
EXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT, Gar- Uooto mikI Slioes^,
gling Oil, Foutz'a Liniment. Ac., for the
ofalldiseases incident to the horse. For
NO. 45 DEY STREET,
sale at
June
ne 27.
OTT'S Drug Store.
Dec. 13, 1805-ly
NEWJFORK.
Ayer's Cathartic Pills.

Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,

